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VPreface
It was a year ago* while browsing through Curt Sachs 1
"Antholop;ie Sonore", that I became interested in Biber, Looking
up some of his music in the TTew ^ork Public Library, I was
intrigued to find it written in soordatura. Though I have played
the violin since an early age, the idea of using a deliberately
raistuned instrument had never occurred to me* I immediately
copied several sonatas, and trying them out, found their rather
early Baroque quality an additional appeal*
This thesis has grown out of that experience* Surely in an
age whan composers go to every extreme to invent new bottles for
the old wine of musio, such unusual rousie as Biber 's oan find a
response* If the musicologist has validity in society it is to
expose to the present such personalities as Biber, largely a
forgotten individual, and present his musio in a form which is both
authoritative and performable* There is at present a dearth of
published material on Biber and his music.
Beeause of the soantiness of authoritative source material,
I may have over-personalised, at certain points, my analysis of
the composer* s style ( of., footnote, page fifty-one)* Again,
because of my personal interest in soordatura, I may have over-
weighted this study with a consideration of that subject. For
these possible failings and others, I beg the reader 's forgiveness,
I respect his right to disagree with my point of view wherever
the viewpoint itself has beoome en integral part of my faotual
experience.

vi
Abstract
Heinrioh Frane ^iber was bom in 'artenbor?-, Bohenic. in 1G44,
and died at Salsbur;- in 170-1. T-,o is knorm to havo hold two post
3
during his lifetime, from r poroximatoly 1366 to 1670 in a oourt at
Kreraaier, ."oravia , and from then on at Salzburg. :is position at
the Salzburg court we, 3 rope- tedly improved, until, bv the time o his
death he was not only Sapellneirter rnd T.ord i<rh Steward, but also
had achieved knighthood.
Biber wrote a oonsiderrble quantity of music, both vocal and
instrumental. A virtuoso of the violin, his compositions for that
instrument rre tec' nioally complicated. The-" rre of a typically middle
Baroque, North Xiropean on- lity - tonally somewhat modal, rhvt'imioally
varied and rough, structurally ^enrtented, r.nd raelodia lly diversified.
The ra iority of 3ibor*3 sonatas for 3olo violin involve the use
of soordaturr, or abnormal tuning. This practice, hioh w ; common
during the Boroquo/g period, 3eems tc hMM been due more to theoretical
thun to practical considerptions. The string > ere genera 11-- tuned
into the key of the piooe being performed, ^nd oco: siorT lly, in ^iber^
case, chordal, teohniocl, or coloristic ef fects not othervriso achieveable,
were produced*
Biber 1 8 most extensive vrork for the violin is a set of fifteen
sonatas, consecrated to the fifteen "ibliof 1 mysteries, 'lthough in
the n^jority of these sonatas, the composer's prognmftic intentions
remain obscure, dfinWifttl OF EHdW Have* a veQfy" 2isear:riibla' prograraatio
ooatent. A set of etchings associated with the manuscript are sometimes
presumed to provide the progromatio source, but in the vrriter's opinion,
there i3 some reason to suppose -that these pictures were later addition.



A Biographical Introduction
Appellation
Franoiseua Henrioua Ton Bibern. So narrate ihn svin aohru ..
Das muslkalisohe ' orterbuoh heisst ihn Hanr. Jean Franoeaeua.
It was in tha year 1740 that Mattheson wrote theaa words.
Apparently Bibar was little known in Germany thirty-six years after
his death, of interest primarily to lexicographers. Johann Gottfried
V.alther, to whose "WBrterbuoh" Uattheson was referring, had, in 1732,
given Biber about an inch of space*
As for his name - it remains to this day unolarified. Paul
Henry Lang refers to him as Fran* Biber, Bukofser as Hoimrioh Biber,
Grove's Dictionary as Heinrioh Frans Ton Biber. Charles Burney, in
his day, called him Henry John Franci a Biber. Other names that have
been used are Rudolph Biber, Heinrioh Johann Trans Bieber, Heinrioh
Ignas Frans Biber, and Biber Ton Blbern. 'That these differences
proTe is that Biber has never had an authoritative biographer,
someone to have weighed minute facts such as the versions of a name
and to have passed his conclusions on to subsequent historians.
Hie origin of some of these differences is easy to see. Most
important documents in Biber 1 s day were written in Latin, and the
signatures Latinised to correspond. Thus Heinrioh and Henrious,
Francisous and Frans are interchangeable. Biber' s second name is
more of a problem, there being quite a deviation between Ip^ias and
Johann. It must be remembered, however, that "I" and "J1* are
identical in Latin, and that in Biber 's manuscripts as well as his
published works initials heve frequently been used instead of his

3full name. Thus the composer^ picture cs fcund in tho volume of
eight violin sonatas published in 1681 ( af39 pgpj \) t ± Q entitled
"Henrious I. P, Biber"! and even his death notice lists him simply
as "F, lenrious 3iber t Choraule oelsmi,, 30 arm, rd 3# "otrura."
Since the full name, Johann, is not used in connection vith Biber
on any contemporary dooument, i nd since the composer^ ovm
sifeature attached to the fifteen mystery sonatas for violin is
"'lenr, Ignet. ?rancisou3 Biber", clecrly IgnaE takes prei'erano©
over Johcna U3 tho more i uthorit-tive 3eoond n r::e,
Tho use of the full name, however, is both awkrard and unnec-
essary. Biber, himself, did not l lw&ys use hie second name* In a
pi 3a to the 'ustrian ^orornment in 1G31 he sifrned himsolf, '"lein-
rioh HPMMI Biber, in Boheimb tu artenpers geburtipv' nd c notice
of promotion dating from 1670 c lso refers to him as "the deer end
faithful einrioh Frans Biber."
In 1690, Fiber was ni^hted, but sinee this \ - 3 * f'ter t -ro -
1
deal of his oro tive vrork h«.d been roo npli3hed, and 3ince the
prestige value of | 'von'' is not felt in this century, here is no
neod for us today to adopt tho ounbarsera appellation, von Jibern.
'is name, then, is ieinrich ;rans iber. *
Origin
V.artenber;, Bohemia, has never been an important town* It is
not to be found on rat ps of jam sixteenth and seventeenth century
There is no reason to suppose, as the rbove confusion rairiit surest,
that there was more than one composer at this time going; under the
n me, Biber.

4Europe, and IJattheson referred to it as !l . rtu, v.rtho, odor wie
93 aaln John (Carl von L'ibern) sohraibat - 'urxh^nbarp;/, thus in
a hasy wuy oonfusing the town \ ith a oliah-^eman river, rIor is it
to be oonfused with rartburg, of ""annhauser fume, located sane
two hundred miles wQ3t northva st.
It is loo .tod ten miles northwest of Roiohenberg, raid has its baok
egainst the Riosonborre, or Giant "'ountains, which form a bcrrier
(.3 Mgh as five thousand fset botv/oen 3ohomia and Silenia to the
iiorthv/est* -eichonborr", one of the larger cities of Bohonirn
territory to&.y, dates Vol: to the fourteenth centnrv . t loast, end
3eons v lv:>. ys to b ve hid a 1 r e ''-armrn populr H on, Tt vr s t
':. rto^borg th. t "einrioh r;.nr :3ib »r was born on 'ugust 12, L344,
Dohemia vrus in b.d shape lust then, "or bare did tha Thirty vears*
War cause more devastation than in Bohemia* "he war both startod -nd
an led in the vicinity of ^r-.gue, ubout sevonty iriileo frcn rtenberp>
.At the f .nous buttle of the bite 'ill, in 1J2C, the free state of
Bohemia h.d lost whatever it had left of nation, 1 sov reirnty, and
ouae under the rule of the "lapsbur^s. It v.ts then torn pieoa^.oi,! by
tha complex of hostilitios produced by two unr m lgonated pcpulrtions
• Germans und Czechs - and two irreoonoiltble ideologies - Catholicism
and Protestantism, The country was placed under the domination of
two Jesuits as executants for the ustrian enparor, 7or "h. nd, '^here
followed a s rios of anti-pro-cestf.nt edicts. By 1334, not only had
all clergymen axoept Catholics been expello 1., but it was no 1 nger
possible for u protostrnt laynan to be a citizen, to ov.n or inherit
land| and no birth, marriage, or buriul Ml permitted save tiirough
Rome, Then o&rie the supression of the 'hiversity of Prague, end the
destruction of 3ohemian literature. It is estimated thf:t during

this pariod, the population of ?oheru>. M s reduced Tree tv-'o million
to sevan hundred thousend* »
Bibor'3 family must naooc-, rilv, then, hrve bean Catholic, 'is
father he a baan vrriousl^ called * fore iter end o «runeh~rcer in the ser-
vice of e flount Liechtenstein-"?. 3tel'rom , - hose ast.te • • s norrbv.
"'is 2cup< tion does not in ,nv a :o rule out the possibility of his
hevin* baan e musici n, since in thrt d- v serv nts vrere ^reoue^tlv
e»mlovod in r. dual c- or oity.
Lifa (1144-1704)
'einrieh "r. nt v. s f?ur ye rs old ..hen the treaty of ' or>tph<: li«
w-s sirnad. It v; s r.ora then e century 1 tar thet Chcrlos 3n -ne-'
tr- veiled through jtxm ."urope nd notad the musical h-. bits of its
people. The applicability of his remarks to Fiber's childhood environment
is theraforo 3omewiu.t United - though a oantur-r then aid not see
s much oh-.n^a rs e oer.tury todc.y. s tr: veiled str i?ht through
TtoheiriG in e cost - e rou*h hewn lop Y r»e • hi oh s to be dismantled
>s lumber st its d^stineticn. "e co minted extensively on "he pre-
valence of music -mon* the ne^s'-nts, who, he s- id, not crilv sen? ^olk
sonprs in the streets habitually, but lnvj.ricblv son* +hem in p r-*-s #
T,
e reports th:t r t +b t tine evarv o^ild wes tou^ht the violin in the
oleS3rocra of his school. T,ovsver he found the cerercl culture 1 lavol
abominable ( to the sensibilities of a cultured nrlishmen) end
oomplrined bitterly in his di-rv th.t there was no edible food in the
entire country, that th? people "are filled v/ith superstition, thet
* New Internetionel dnovolopedie

7his living qua rters (he had a special hut built for hixiself on tho
deok of the barf*e, while the other pas enters huddled together in
the open i ir) were quite intolerable.
Thet Biber learned to play tho violii in suoh ... classroom as
'luruo ' describes is conceivable, but doe3 not lend itself to proof,
ie zoo.- h.ve leu* u loo^l toucher by the name of Ueig&nt "noefel.*
It i. lso lis boon 3up;^ast3d that Biber was z, student of Johonn
'oinricb >ohvLQltzor, fifteen ve-:*3 ^ibor 1 a senior, c violin virtuoso
and ochd o jer in the Imperial 5 jurt *t Vienna. lthouprh there is no
direct evidence of Biber molrine: the two hundred rilo trip to Vienna,
circuostt ittally it is ntirelv possible | cort-.ir.ly ?iter » 3 -.rasic
atronely su?rest3 the influence of that citv 'see below).
In lbdd, ct the ape of twenty-tvc, presumably through the intorest
of Count Li ;chtenstein- Css+elkom, tho onplover of "ib -r's f ther,
^iber vent into the s irvioo of tho ^'irst-bishof 'arl T iecbto^stein-
Kastelkom of )lmuti (and "'remsier), Momvin. This town i3 V-oated
roughly h.lf way between Biber* 8 hone town of crtonborfr, ;.na Viennc
.
Biber* 8 exact duties and aooarrplishments ct thi3 court rre net known;
tul ' ettl ascribes s considerable array of compositions, both s orod
and seouler to this period, yet ;r.ost of them are di-ted after his
dep rture must surely hove tcken pL oe.
?he ex ct dite of his de arture is disputed > s will, joraatine
after Biber 1 s detth, his S'^n, 'nton Feinrich, in a petition to the
rohbishop of oaltbure;, stated thrt his father had served the liTlfrWg
court for thirty-four ears. Since he iied in 1704 ot the a^o of sirfcy,
* aul *Tettl, in susa-asting this, is quoting a ^eiohenborer author,
"ilhelra Feistner. (See Tbrwort to the ' lerenadu fur funf Utroioh-
instrunente" , ? eels tfusiff Archiv.
)

pha must then Vve left ror.sier te 1670. Jo evor, ~-uido ilor,
from study of tha manuscripts in the Iremsier <. rchivee, de iuoea
thct -iber nust not h ve loft there until Mfl or 1374. nd et the
.-j mo time ' ' ittl st tes thr t io 1672 ho ia rried ri-. oiss, the daughter
of c 3!.lzburr» citizen nd morchfr.tj n nv e se we 'tiow ho 3 still
in romsier as con oser in the fm r 1670 kMmM his "kllltM
Lanont^bile'' is simod "del >i<more xirico ibor, con >osti orovnsirij
i;70» rt His lecvo-ttkins is Mentioned bv the bishop o^ Olrautz in
I lottor to Johann jinrioh '.ohnelzer (thus proving that 'ohnelzer
iber at lo. st ten of soch other• ) The letter str ted thct ^i or
hud left 1 u lit- tis it conuiti',nis ins lut to hosoito'' Without
permission.}
Be went to Tyrol whore he stayed with the violin ru kor, Jc cobus
Hi inor, ir. IkWB ''from whom -iber had ordorod violins while still
r.t Kromsior. The bmts bisho nutructau is eputy in Tyrol to c
o pturs :,ibor, ;. nlan which :. p.rontly •.•< 3 nevor c rried through.
His next post w> s with the oourt ut or,lzbur~, where he st; ved
to the and of his life, § wr s first in the sorvioe of xr :ilicn
Tondolph, who w 3 roh'hi3ho fr r.i 166'"' to 1.37. Fiber's duties in the b
be~iiming T3 ~-f * '-nov;n| if he '<' 3 ever • violin tocohor it r.ust h "o
bean then, for thct post w;8 held by one lrn3t Joseph from 1677 tc
16?7, and by Johann *?0">ginr*or from 1: 7 to 17l0«
In 167?, "iber wr. s cp^oin id instructor to the boys do ;tinod
for the choir of the cuthedr-- 1. In 1679 his position wts / civ need to
vise k.pell:neist3r end 'oubioul rius. '* This must !v ve been the

period of his groatost achievement, "han ho b30\me icnown through nerrv nv,
?r no«i end Italy. 'The picture of "ilia which appo;.r3d v.ith the public: t-
ion of his aierht violin sonatas in 1681, depicting ijn in
t
his thirty-
sixth year ( see frontispiece), presents him as kind and intelligent.
It also displays & <?old neoklaoe, oither the one presented to him
in 1676 by Leopold I, enperor of ustria, or the one he r<3coived from
Ferdinand "aria of Thurini>'ia.
Like Haydn, but rather unlike 3a oh, Vibor must h .ve hod an affable
disposition, so that he nt intcined omioublt relations v.lth his suporiorsj
at lo st his stature continued to increase. In 16 : 5 he beoaue ficpell-
meistor and lord High Steward, with the privelere of bringing food
to Tfoxirailio^s teble.* dlor feel3 thct he did not actually serve
table, but had thot economic status. r .'atthe3on, however, us in c
better position to jud^e. In the dodioc tion of his 1881 son t s, iber
remarks .-jokinglv, 'now I can servo you with my hrnds as veil a 3 my
feet. 1 Evidently his relationship with "a.ximilian was eesv-p-oinp.
ri3 ex ot finanoirl status is difficult tc ascert in in terms
o f the present. T'ettl says that he drew a monthly sal rv of about
'30, c bottle of wine daily from 4 he i rohbis' op* 3 cellar, four rolls,
end fire - ood, ell in addition to his rsifflxxxx "bo-.rd. "e was in charge
of forty-five musicians as well as t.velve to eighteen a oir bovs.
In a plea to Leopold, emperor of ustria, dr.tod Lay 2, 1> 1,
Biber asked for the privilere of knighthood. Jahnelzer h.d boen so
knighted on June 14, 1675. His request was turned down, but c second
attempt was successful, and on July 17, 1690, he was knighted, his
• "...V^irllch hochfurstlicher. 3elzburbirchen Truohos, ('or :*cs "s;en
auf die Tafel setset, und Capellmoister pore* 3 sen," are "attheson , 3
words. >ee bibl.

10
eras bein-?; a quartered 3". ieldj tho first 1 u..rter field, vort, ond
fray—
a
— h * * frwgfry ovjr it cn .sure 3l:y v.ith clouds 1 the second
and third quarters, in .^ules on vert, o be. V3r on <.. hillook| v.'hilo
the fourth show3 a stream, sky end oloudsi the crest dopicts c beaver.
beaver twice is of oour3e t. pi y on the oom:;ouor ' s aMMfc
In 16'7, Maximilian Randolph died and was 3UOoeeded by Johann
'rnst of Thun, who rencined for the duration of Biber*s life. On
Hroh 7, 1704, Hiber fcave official approbation to vice kapell-
meister Piechteler, and to the organists and valtes J. 3. Somber,
R,
.
Ihurschnor, Hohair^nott, and J.-. Uarin^ele. prxir-antly h
that ho v.-a3 «bout to die. lis de th n^tioe ia drted *ay 3 of the sane at
year, ,nd on r?uy 4 he was buried at it. eter*s "it^.edral.
Biber ht d at le&3t two 3 ns end per-haps l duanrhter. :<trl '.-Inrioh
von 8ibem continued in his father* s footsteps, beoaroe v?ce kapell-
meister at Stlzburg on IJoveriber 2, 1714 j kx.peline i star, October 4, 1743:
lord ni^h Stewr. rd, June 23, 1746. Uony of his con ostiions remain in
manuscript in the nonrrohiv gft 3alzbur<?> In 1744 Tyjopold "ozsrt
beoamo violin instructor end oonocrtra' stor under ven •ibern, thus
complstinf: link from "iber tc ozart.
'nton reinriah von Biberr r:r s for r time ""usiee I'arister" t
Brunn.but menaced somehow to lose the position. In c. plea to the
archbishop of Salzburg he scid that it w? s r. vr- rre of w.r? he hed been a
military
At the library, "Benodiotinorinnen am ^onnber*," in selsbure:
there is a sons; book by Fiber di ted 1694 and dediorted to "aria
L&gdalene de 3ibern, v/he could have been either Biber's daughter, or
possibly e Rrand-daup^iter. The book consists of tv/enty loose pu<*es
proper, supporting between its pews a roiled score. The use of the

11
containing instructions on notation, exeroises, eto.
Biber's petitions to the f^oirernment are to be found in the
Arohiv de» ?iinisteriums des Innern, in Vienna, "etitions of his
sons i re in the *Teneral-3innehesier und Tlofzohlamstsacten im
He«;ierungs- und iAndesarchiv in 3elzburg# The court proceidin* of
the Lendarohiv also contains some petitions about real estr.te by
Eiber.

Illustration
The following sonata a of Biber, to w* ioh frequent reference
will be iat-(lo in tho ensuing -ou^es, u*e til t .ken from the
.0en>3Tblar der fbnkunst in OOoterreioh, Vol. XII, ii«
The title of enoh sonotu is indicated only by the pictures,
and by the dediot-tion to the fifteen si cred mysteric^:
"umber II, pap^ fifteen - T'c^nificj.t
1 TV, 1 ninetaen - Presentation
" VI, " tv enty-three - >cny
I X, tiwenty-ei|rht - Crucifixion
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The ?onnt^s as Co-rpositions
Influences
The first composers known to hava -written lousio expressly
for the violin v.ere Giovanni ^abrieli -.nd Claudio 7'ontovordA, at
about the turn of the century. Monteverdi used tho instrument
v.-ith a greet ue*il of imagination, proscribing pizzicato, tremolo ,
and notes a a high as the 3ixth position.
Bet een ">.brieli end Biber, a consider? ble prrey of composers
v.Toto for the violin in conbinr.tion v/ith various other instruments.
The solo som.ta, the trio sonata, tho strin- ou rtet, the conoorto
^rosso vere in the rrking.
Frescobeldi 1583-1343 Xteam chiefly for hie keyboard
writing, he 1 lao wrote solo
sonatf 8.
Giovanni ^ont? na -1650 Considered fleetest violinist
of his d',y#
3iagio IJarini Montana's pupil| his rcnanesoc
oonsidered first exrn.de of
solo sonrtr.
iJossenti Published instrument* 1 pioces
in 2, 3, "id 4 parts batvroen
1C23 and 1C23.
Tarquino ''eruln " rote for various co ibin tions
bet-.voen 1515 and 162?.
Franco goo Usper i^pil of "onteverii, v.rote for
various combinations, 1C14-1627.
Gregorio Allegri 1582 - 1652 TTrote various instrument-
1
pieces* Leopold I of Vienna took
pains to acquire his * isero, till
then coveted b-v' pontifical ohupel.
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Carlo IfcVfcM Bom in Mantua, violinist to
court of saxony, rosdon. rote
tochniocl solos, including
" Cc. - riciio 3tr vagonte , " using
doublo stops, barronics, oizz.,
ool lomo, " ivo book3 of dances
published at >e3dcn, > bout 1G3C
;Tioolou3 o ^armpis '"rote 30I0 son; t 3 end w rl-d for
1-F in.3v.r-1 -onts, published ct
'ntwsrp (3io) betv.eon and lo-17
aroo Ucoallini roto spectneulr r violin solos,
fcinp: to sixth position, ?' rod
vjro->e :s soloist, ubliof tions
in It If und ntv.erp, 1J39-1669
Vassiroili- no "eri 5cnats for 3-12 instruments anpecred
from 1644-1651
Siovanni Leprenai 1625-1690 "huroh son/ 1: s appe: rod
1654-1577
?roberf*er 1315-1667 student of >o3Cob,ldi, tourod
'urope, i 31own chiefly for keyboard
writing* Court organist 't Vienna
Johaxm iispar Borll 1627-1693 Studied in »ienno and
Italy, wrote instrument" 1 oenzones,
sorenatas, etc. 3 well s ohorul
end keyboard nu3io
Johann Veinrioh johraelser 1630-16? .'0 Violinist and
kapellmeister ut court of Leopold I
in Vaionna. rote r-y ny be lletti for
operas, as well .3 violin 3olos #
:«<"• >sted 3 ibor • s r 3 char
The above list, which TT»ke3 no pretension at completeness, nost
conspicuously omits r'uroell and the nglish school of instrument listc,
us wall as Jwoelinok and the othar "S^," ell of whan preceded Bibor.
Considering tha politic. 1 situation in urope during tha seventeenth
oantury, clearly south juropofin influences would have been ere; ter
on ^iber than those of the est aaa rta. ter of faot there
wus a consider.bla exalt nge of musicians betwoon Italy and the
ilapeburg ia ire. :ot only -Vcbor^or : nd Cor11, but rsjny ^thor ' ropean
musicians studied in Ttclv, while It lit-n r-usiciana spread as far
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as London and "xrbur?% -hov .ore :^st c noontr tod, however, in the
r.reo of ^ienna. between lu^75 Mid 1750 (which is r little liter than
the poriod hero under consideration) there were* according to Lcng,
112 It lian oompoj^rs in Vienna, 41 in resdon, 10 in r^gue, end
13 in ^lzburs;. It wua not nooessary for Biber to go v ry f r .-.field
to receive Italian influence, ; nd it is not surprising that hi3 nusio
displ vs tho echo of octs of ^cbrioli and the "quilt oanzona'' fom
(to use Bulroftor's phr se) aovolopod by resocbuldi and lttiff|| "et
c.t tho sane tir,o it is i Iso truo that fiber's music boars not in-
oonsidor .bio rosenbl- noo to that of Buxtehude, his northern center, .porary
(US7-1707),
It is from musicians net.r ct h nd th .t we would oxpoot tho n st
direct influence, "f these, rrinr of resdon ond .;chmelser of Vienna
(see list above) st .nd out &3 being net only conposers but lso, like
3iber» violinists of uncosiaon abili-t". lthou^h - rin- ntecLtes
Biber considerably, r;lber must cert inl- have Inown of him sinoe his
compositions had been published.
Biber 1 s compositions 3how a olose ro3embl noo to hose of
Schnelzer, They both wrote balletti, seronatas, and violin solos
v/ith and v/ithout other instr-jnonts, Thev both wrote commonly for &
mixed consort of 3triags> usually two violins, ^violoncello and a
viola «a samba, plus «» continue pr.rt rrith vi -!•*•»*% both
soord.tura (but so did Vioolas dan Strungk, who originated in
Dresden), and thev both used the same movement names - cllanande,
aria, eourente, intruda, rotirada, oiacona, oanzona*. nd they both
combined tho df nee novomente of the son ta dc c r.o.-a (i. 11 :m.- nds, oour-
ante, eto#) with da^io-ollogro (son ta da e'.iiesa) movements in the
same composition - but Jchmelser I ppe rs to have lone this loss than
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Biber.
In 1666, 3ohnelzer wrote c soraif.tr -.- ' IcV ^pens
-.;ith a series of
dr rartio x uso3, with ell ivo strinp^d inct--uraonts 3ilant at once,
TTii3 would soon to bo i r-thor unusual effect for that day.
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DTfl, Vol, Will, U. IWwnl from soore.
^ibsr viu s quick to pick up the idea, end in 1670 wrote a
ita of hia own v.hioh begins s nil rly, v.-ith the 3ame dr. natio
pauses, the suae oontrasts of forte and piano, end the MW0 fjeneral
contour
:
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, -els "usik-
rohiv, ""educed from score.
To present this as an example of direct initation 1 ould of
to sup^ st s, rath r close
course be presumptuous, but it does
influence.
Sohnelter's melodic lines, Judging by the examples in vo, #^ 2
are generally simpler, rhythnioally und technic... lly,* thejpn Sibor 's,
though hfc 'V^echtsohulc" (fencing school) hr.3 : p s».g, th t could
hiTe been written by
-iber:

an
xh9 finder work, tho roiter -tod pattern, tho short sapar to bcws on
ff.st notos aro ohercotaristio of ^ibor. ieeraingly ;chmel2er had a
"progrur." in rind for this of oct, us 3iber prasurrably did, so very
o ton.
3oforo ondinj* this soction on Bibor's ontocodcnt3 it would bo
wall to point out that not ono of tho ccroposars referred to wrote t
cvlz ' r tho violin vhioh io in the populr r roportcry of
violinists today, Tho oarliaot such work is prob-.bly tho Ciaoonna
of Ticv-imi Bcttist- Vit li, ribor*3 contemporary. Tho f • nous school
of Italian coiaposor-porforcers of tho violin . opocrod for the most
port triflo Iter than Bibor.
Vitali 1644-1692
B.ssnni 1657-1716
Corolli 1(353-1713
Viv&ldi 1675-1741
oto.

A List of Biber's Compositions*
3&llettl Lamentobili, d< ted 1G7C, is in manuscript et the
3t« I'oris-'rohiv, Kroasier.
Balletti a 6, dated 1370, is in manuscript c.t the St. : oriz-
/rchiv, jremsier.
I sere?oade for five string instruments, dated 1670 or 1673,
has b3on published in an euthorititivo edition by Dr. Paul ievtl
far "labels "!usik-Arohiv (1933) and is currently available. ?he vrork
contains the follovdno; rer.mrks:
Die jerenada, Allerit-nd'i, -ria, Gavotte, Retirada v-orden r.lle nioht
repetirt. Tom enfang wie aonsten Pallett nan zv. reproduciren p/lcjrfc.
'ber wohlbesetat, sonderlich uie viola bruzza 2, welche das Pundarient
suraeist f<usful\rt. In der Oiaoona korabt der ^eohtwnchter, wie nan
jeteif^er .ieit die uhr nlhier rusrueffen pflert. Jhd die unriera
inotru >ante pardon olla ohno 3o<*en f^espiolt wie auf der lauten i ucli in
der T^votte, es korobt sohon herrus, newblich lie -^ei'-^en untor die arson.
"3 lrm >?sttl points out, the niwhtwator: n who comas in the ciaoonne
replace 3 the bnsso ccntinuo entirely for that ntcvenent, and sin<^3 the words
later used by Richard '?egner«
?wo manuscripts at Erensier narked "If, J, B. anno 1673.)
Twelve sonatas scored for five to eipht instruments (two violins,
four viols, two trumpets, ond a basse oontinuo for cembalo or or^an)
wore published by J.B. !!ayr of Salsburg in 1676. Title: "Soru.tr 9 tan
aris, quam aulls servientes, ab nuthore Jlenrico J. '. 73iber, I'usicc et
oubiculario ralisburgi."
This list is br.sed on similar one by Jeffrey • ulver #a published in
"The nonthly Tusical P.eoord" of London, ?eb., i925, end has boon oross-
cheokod with the Sitner " ^uellen-Lexicon," (Band II, 33-34) with Guido
Adler's excellent article in the .'ustrian )enbialer (foreverd to vol
.
V, ii)k and with the various other oouroes available to the present
writer and listed in the bibliography to this pt per. It is not irttei>ded
to be a definitive oatalogue of Biber's works, but rather to form a basis
for further, more detailed study, and to r»ive the re; der a broad perspective
on the scope of the composer's creative notivities.
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A set of eight violin sonatas were published by J.B. "ayr
in 1681* Originals may be found in the Dresden "useura, the !'unioh
Library, and the State Library at Berlin* ?he set wr.s republished
in 1898 by the Austrian Denlonaler, (vol 7# i). Ths t§)Hb tog Wolisliediln
J
poor arrangement by Ferdinand David in his "Hohe >ohule des Violin-
spiels" (1825), Two of these sonatas, numbers four and six,, use
soordatura.
"Chi la dura la vinoe," Biber*s only extant opera, dated 1681,
is in manuscript at inlsburg.
"Va spore," with four voo 1 ptrts, two violins, two viols in
consort, and four voioes "in oappella," with three trombones ad
lib. i published by !'ayr, 1693.
"Tratenimento r^siecle," a composition published by ?'ayr in
1699.
Undated Tories :
Seven partitas, published at TTurember? after Blber*s death,
consist of suites in three parts for two violins and bassi violin,
viola and bassi or two violes d'omore and bass - ell requiring the
cembalo* The title ret ds:
Harmonia artifioiosa-ariosa, diversi modi t.ooordata, et in septen
partes vol Partitas distribute per Henrioura Joh. ?ranoisoura a
Bibern, Archi-Jpisoopi iilisburgensis uondam ^pifarura et
Capellae Magi strum 'Toribergce pud Yolfgangum H*iuritiura Tntderum,
Not only are these in soordatura, as mentioned in the title, but also
the violes d'amore in number seven use a nine line staff as followsi
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Two requiems. 1) ?ive voices, five viols in concerto, and five
voices "in oapelle," with three trombones ad lib. 2) *lto, tenor, two
basses, four violas di brazzio, two trombe basse, three tromboni,
two piffari ad lib., six voices "in oapella." Both are in the
Salzburg Domarohiv, and the second has besn republished in the
Austrian Oenkmaler. ( Voluae "CCX, i)
"Sonata pro Tnbule a 10" for five flutes, two violins, three viols,
and organ bass.
A raa3S for soprano, «lto, tenor, and bnss "in oontrapunoto"
with oontinuo is in manuscript at the collection of the Husik-
freundo in Vienna.
"Missa 3tm Henrioi" for chorus and orchestra, published by the
/ustrian 3enkm±ller, with a foreword by r-uido Adler. (DTO, Vol. T'V, i)
"Fidicinium 3aoro-Profanum, " consisting of twelve sonatas in
four or five parts for three instruments and figured bass, Sonata
number ten is included in Karl Nef»s "lesehiohte der r^eutsohen
Instrumentalrausik. "
A passeoaglie for lute, found in volume fifty of the ustrian
lenkm- ler is a transcription of the passuoaglia for violin found
in the sixth sonata of the "light Violin Sonatas."
A "pas sagaglia" for unaccompanied violin, published by the
Austrian Denkmaler as a sixteenth sonata in the set of fifteen
"Mystery Sonata s.
"
Fifteen "Mystery Sonatas" for violin and figured bass. ritten
between 1670 and 1687, (as they are dedicated to Haximilicn frundolph,
.-rohbishop of ^lsburg, in whose service Liber then v/ca) th6 manusor ipt
is in the Staatsbibliothek, !*unieh. It is from the Austrian ^enknele^s
publioation of this set that the four examples found in this thesis
were taken. These sonatas were republished in 1923 by Universal-
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edition, Vienna. It is an extremely poor edition..* ;cnata six
appears in .'.mold Jchering^ "Geschiehte dor "usik in Beispielen,"
end part of number eleven may be fomd in the "Historical 'nthclcgy."
* In the publication of tho Jtiivorsrl-^di'ciion, the noIodic lines have
been altered sometimes boyong recognition. For example, the theme
of the Ciaocna (see page 21 above) appears there in tho following guise
i
A A *
y
) C
—
^—»—
—
^ * —^—i
—
4
—
- Trca pa»e 19, vol. I of "Funfzehn "ysterien", Universal-
Tlie extent to -which improvised embellishing was practiced luring
the Baroque era is of course disputed. "awkins quotes l pupil •§ ^orelli
as saying that master performed his sonatr.s sir-ply, without e ibellishraantf
but this by no means proves Biber*s practice. I conclude tart Biber, like
lorelli, did not intend his music to be embellished, because he often wrote
ocdonsa-like passages in full (e.g. pe.<»e twenty-six, • hove). T'is intr-das,
particularly, consist of fr3e improvisations over c pedal, hy, if r iber
bothered to write these out, ^ould he at other tines have left th3 notes
to the imagination cf the performer?
If one notices the over-^11 :?om of the Oiacona frore which the
example is t? ken, he will see that the thane In r uestion is found near
the center rnd occurs -also at the vsr<- befldnninf* and » t the end, ^-ny
great elaboration of this then© not only destireyf tho t-^pic? lly baroque
arch of the composition, but else the basic element of oontr. ~t. '"ho
fo m that Diber evidently intended to convey - thene, v rintions, theme,
variations, them© - is all carefully written into the composition,
(3oheielzer 3eeias to fall into a different c tegory. The Donknnlor (vol. 28, 2
includes i chacenne by him in which only the originc 1 light bar theme is
notated, the players being expected to irprovise upon it in turn.)
The particular tvpe of emboli! sb-i^nt used by >Jhiversal- Jdition's
publication - the '.V&gner-like turn at the beginning, the crescendo sul
on G (aoordatuTu renders hi^ri position work improbable for this passage
even if used for the lower strings at that time), the romantic quintuplet
figure at the end - all of these have in my mind \istinotlv tho sound of
the ninethenth, not the seventeenth, contur--.
The cembalo part in this edition is enlarged quite beyond the spirit
of the small virginal for which it was intended (see frontispiece)
and the Tiolin part is token out cf soordatura.
>?ot only have all these liberties been t ken in this hivorsnl- :dition
publication, but what is worse, no explanation is offered by the editor.
The performer has no inkling that he is pl..ying an editorial 'interpretation''
of the original.
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Style
o:* the SfkB of analytical convenience, susicul style is here
broken dnwn into the ooiaponent pt rts, motifs, rhythm, nodallty, nelody,
fi-nirod baas, end fora.'j,
TJotifs
~iber, at least rs nuoh re other Brrooue oonpcaers, w.s rrvro
of r.otif3 as a cohesive fore© in nusio. Jaf us exTiine the second
of the fifteen ir/stary sonatas, the v r-nificai, T1 pap;e fifteen, rbove# *
In the first sixteen n'&sur? sec-tin there re two prinoivl rrfcifs** -
The entire laovaaent is an outgrowth of 'chose two ideas; they are
reflected everywhere, not only in the tve rolody parts, but also the
bass line consists of it* Jpocicl attention should be celled to the
facts tht t 1) in bars five, six and seven the two notifs are repeated Tjiy the
Page rasnibers not otherwise designated in this essay are a request for
the reader to turn to the reprinted sonatas found in thda paper, 1 • 15- 32.
Ssoaples given in this text, except where otherwise desip?ia-cod, ore all
transposed to oonoert pitch, while the full illustrations, pp. 15-32, are
in soordatura. If the reader has difficulty interpreting the 1 tter, ho
is referred ahead to the ohp.pter on scordatura, in v-hich trensposition
is dlsou3sed#

bass in the tonio key with 2) motifs I and II trouted oontrupuntally
above it in both soprano and ultof in bar four the two motifs I re
combined into one in the alto - 3)
dominant, aftir all of whioh the imitative pattorn f dos out
abruptly and rsours only in vague hint3 from bar twelve to the end#
In bars fourteen and fifteen the composer prosonts a new
figure involving leaps of paired thirds -
This figure is repeated twioe in the presto that follows (brackets,
page sixteen), thereby suggesting that the pro -to is net intended to
be a new section, but is part of the opening movement - a hunch
whioh is verified by the double bar before the .'ll-amande. Thu3 it
is evident that Bibor*s compositions were worked cut with considerable
care, and could be, when the oomposer wished, very close 1- knit*
For such motivio devolopments are not unusual in 3iber's
sonatas | they are to be found throughout both volumes of violin
sonatas. The "'gony" sonata $paf*e twenty-three), for exor.ple, opens
in th/is ways
- and that 4) with the ninth bur tho beginning is reported in tho
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The eitrht^h note arpeggio figure that ooours in "bur twc, is repeated
identically, an ooteve lower, in bar throei in the original register,
it is found in contrary motion in measure fourj occurs again in bar
soven idontioally to bar twoi ind in the rel tive major in bar nine.
The double stop figure found on page twenty-four is cnother
admirably rounded example o 1 motivic development. If P represents
thv original figure, then / represents a wore agiti ted fern of tho 3
same. The calmer f rm returns c t B, and we have c little intorol: y
of the two for sever-: 1 bars, *t C it is further intensified vith
thl3 strange soordatura figure:
1
9,
4 ! , 1O 1 i=j
/n . ut 3, intensity i; furthered by involving three strings in en
awkwurd string crossing, :>om there on to J Bibor adds excitement by
u grudue.1 ascent in pitch to 1, where the descent begins, presumably
accor.i anied by a retard into the i-dagio, w\ich returns tc the original
pattern, P, and ends with the tieroe ae picardie.
In the slow movement on pages twe rtyfivo and twenty-six, riber
uses two rythmic patterns as motifs. This one is found thirteen
times: ? J J • J
, and this one five times: J[
A similar znotivie use of I rhvtlom is found in the "Crucifixion"
sonata, page twenty-eight, when the following pattern -
n. .RT~J -
- is re;>eated ugain and again, ohord is always found beneath it.
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but Biber aeons to be trying to find a3 ja.ny different ohord3 as
he can* Tt is interesting that tovnrds the end of the son tr, page
thirty-one, ^iber returns to the same motif, now used in an utterly
different context^ and with e different ister, "uoh repetitions of
motif3 and VMM in new Betting is not uncocnon in 2ibcr f s
sonatas, and nay \:ell be a reflection of the v. riation suito (which
was used by Froberger.) The "'agnificat" scnrta, pf.rre fifteen, i3
partioul. rly su r-roa-'-ivo, in subtle \r..y, ©f the variation suite.
Perhaps it is the repetition of the first three notes cf the bass
at various points in every wovsnent.o, ..t ich convoys this vari' tion
feeling.
BBSs
Hhythm is one of 3iber»3 strongest points. Jonetines he seams to
become obsessed by a rhythm end rope ts it ever u^d over. It is
difficult to find among othsr Baroque composers 1 works* examples
with quite the mcdness of tliat found on p -o t'.ir i :-t\<ot herein,
A
- similar example is found in the third son fro:: - he set of eight
(DT*,V,i),where Biber persists in a rhyfcinic ix ttorn for sixteen
measures before proceeding to the following rhythmic play on one notes
i i i
Re repeats this eight tiies ithout cessation. In another pass; ge of
the sezae sonato he delays a triplet by one sixteenth note and sets
up a cross rhythm
i
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The socond sonata in this book oontains an uria vdth six
variations. Variation five is in 24/16 time, Gonsistins: of eight
groups each containing an eighth note followed by a sixtoonth. s
if to underline the uniqueness of this metre, Biber marks the next
va riation "16/24," v.-hioh proves to be entirely a joke*, us the piece
is actually in 16/16 or B/%
But Biber was as given to rhythmic vnriety i s to rhvtimio
uniformity, am examination of the ^llcmande from the ""agnifioat"
son ta, pr.go sixteen, shows that no two b.rs in the entire movement
have exactly the same rhythmio pattern, bar for l*,r. Thus we hxvo
twenty measures with twenty rhythms, within, inoidently, the oooentric
double period of nine measures plus eleven measures. The rhythmio
elements tbi t do recur in thi3 allemande ure soldom found tv.ioe in
the oa • purt of the met. sure. The dotted eighth and sixteenth figure
found in the first rasa sure, for inst ^oe, is repected ever-/ three
beats for several mea ures, thus sotting up a sort of thjjoe en inst
for. 11 the rhT'thmio irregulcrities of this movement, v.-hon r.dded
together, contribute rrertly to the sense of owkw> rdness md cnxietv
that permeates the movement. videntally, Biber, like nost composers
today, considered the experieno of malaise a worthy feHMB emotion
to express rau3io lly.
Perhaps Biber*s commend of rfcyt::m is best illustrated by this
passage from tho introduction to his "Resurrection" sonata, which
combines variety, repetition, stronjly -.ooented rests, sudden chane^,
and cross rhythm. The use of soordatura hore adds to the v/ildne ;3 of
the aooentuatiens, so that the cross rhythm of the third bar
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below involves producing all of the D«s on the open 3 string, while
£.11 the other notes in that n»asure fall to the B string. That is,
the player must fficip b&ok and fe& from the first to the third
string without at any tine striking tho second one. In the follow-
ing measure it is the same situation owtin, except that the second
and fourth strings are involved.
Modality
During the seventeenth century, the predominance of the major
and minor tonality was majfttv m firmly established as it became
during the eighteenth and remained during most of the ninotoonth.
In Diber*s musio there is considerable leaning toward modality,
Speoifioally, the relationship between modality I nd tonality in
Biber»s works seems to be thisj the figured bass generally fits
into a tonal pattern while passing notos in xho melody r.ro lil:3ly
to imply modes, 'Hie modes implied, hov;ov3r, ^re entirely rtidoa,
may be to.ken up or dropned ot will, and are frequently nixed. In
i
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the 'nnunoietion" sonote there is the following passage, all over
the chord of d ninor:
»
Liu
Sroc: | to D la in the dorian nodej B to is ir.inor tonality except
that the fifth end sixth degrees are rftftflti While desoondingj pnd
at C there is a noraol minor 3oale. Later in the movement 3ibor
reverses the procedure of B to C and lowers the fifth end sixth
decrees in an otherwise major tonality. Over the chord of ii
mHHPS
assagos of thi3 type ore very MN in ^iber^s music, To 300ns
particularly fond of Mm major sotle with lowered fifth and sixth
decrees* puge twenty there ere three examples of it in close
proxiraity, twioe on the dominant chord fnd once cn the subdonim nt.
In the sene passages, the dorian and nixolydirn nodes £.re to bo
found, Porhapo one of Biber»3 most effective nodi,l pt^r.gej ia in
tho slow movement of the "Agew" 3oncta, pe»et enty-fivo. In a
series of upward scales, he uses first the r ajor with lowered
fift.i and sixth, then the phryfri;jn mode, next tho Ionian (our
major scale) tvioe, followed by the Dorian mode, while the a- denza
on the next page returns to the phrygian. The next little oadenzs
is completely major.

5C
Llolodv
It goos without sayinpr that melody is inextricably bound to
the other aspeots of musical style that we hi.ve beon surveying -
rhythir.io and motivie elements, tnd the gravitational forces of
ton-.lity r^nd nodUity, as well i s hcrmony, ' hioh is still to be
discussed. vone of these things I otunlly exist in abstracto, but are
being deliberately und arbitrarily isolated for study, ike isotopes
of th3 s nele element - music.
As ons night expeot from Biber's rhythmic diversity, there is I
great variety of melodic expressiveness as well* There are completely
integrated, tonally conceived r.elfcdies ouch as the ohaoonne nelody
on page nineteen. The high A is struck only once in the first phrase
(at * ), und the second phrase builds back up to the sane note
with nelodio and rhytlnnic sequence, after which it returns cuickly to
the tonic. The subtloty of the period comes fron the f.^ots that
1) the climaotio note (a) is never sounded on a strong beat, though
its second appearanoe is on c stronger bett than tl*e fisrst ono|
1) the oliznaotie note is itself part of the sequence that leads to
it | and 3) this climactic sequence also oontalns the seod of its
desoent in the two eighth notes on the third bout, for, after the
fin> 1 A has been struck these two notes lose their up-bet t ohtrc-oter
and lead b ok toward the tonic.
There are elongated, lyrioal type melodies, such as the one v/e
*
find on pages twenty-five and twenty-six, which continues for thirty -
four measures without any real cadence. It night be better to
interpret this melody as ending with the false cadence in the fourteenth
measure ( at j ), and consider the rest of the movement development.
* of. note(*), p 43 of text.
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The roundedness of 3ibor's melodic concept is again evident in this
exa .plo - th- t is the phrase builds gradually to a high D which is
anticipated once on a weak beut (*), and then 3truok full foroe (**),
after which the molody recedes stoadily to the end. In outline it
oonform3 completely to the melodic ideal of the romantic era.
*nd there are infinitely uhort melodies as ( I } ) on p^ge
forty-four,""which is threo b..r3 long, rid that broken in half by
the sharp rhythraio motif which i3 foreign to the molody itself.
Very oharaotoristio of Bibor i3 the n rvous, restlesa melody, f?HIoh is
found in the llemande, page sixteen ,nJ seventeen. This effect is
achieved not only tr- the rhythmic diversity previously discussed, but
el3o by a melodic Jisjointodnoas. Sorelli'a musio, and that of lr to
Baroque composers in general, wa3 always dominated bv an organising
impulse, 30 that even if a raalcdy leaped oon3idor oly it would still
outline aomo suggestion of melodic counter ;uint. tfctos do not 3tcnd
out alone, like solitary plunets, but I lwoys ere organised into some
sort of aolar system* -e find this pruotioe frequently in Siber, too,
. 3 on pare tiventy-two, vAiero the scale of d minor is outlined against
a tonio and then c dominant pedal. 3ut one finds ilraost us frequontl-?-
on opposite tondenoy, which I would call a disorganising impulse, ; 3
& result of which notes are deliberately misplaced, oast off like
sparks to fend for themselves, ^ To return to the llemande on p f ge
* The idee of a f,d aorganising impulse" might well be questioned.
It ia my own term, and 18 at beat a relative one. The ooncopt could
oertuinly be expressed in different torms, considering thfit even
oohonberg's twelve tone svstera is, after all, xxxa^xxaefciwaaxx an
organising concept, But t em trying to suggest a diatinction between
eerly and late Baroque outlook, without in tny way meaning to imply
that one or the other ia the more valid.
**Cf. footnote (*), p. 43 of this text.
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sixteen* there is an example of this in the third "bar (ct / .)
melody is angular enough as it is , but every note fulls more or less into
line until ne come to th3 I on the third boat of the thira bar. Hero
the melody is cbv cusly headed from It to B . Ivery sixtcanth fits
easily into the pattorn except the / in . uesticn, which stands alone
and doesn't lend the ear cnywhere. pperently aiber pL-nteci it there quite
Imov/inc'ly in order tc ptinotuate the mp.lii ise of j>hrcse, which it surely
accomplishes, . ith this passage fron paf*e seventeen, the disorganizing
irpwlse is found again. Biber seena to be trying to be free, to push
b>_.ok enclosing walls
t
v 1 Ul f * . , r
On page twenty-nine there is an aria with vari. tion3 which fcirly
well sutas up Biber 1 s melodic treatj.«nt. The theme itself is ontirely
oharaoto 'igtio of the composer. It has folk-3ong quality, and yet is
entirely too stilted to "be an actual folk songf through the stilted
Rwkwa dness the spirit of the piece remains gay.
The first variation illustrates the disorganising impulse.
The notefre scattered and have no discernible uniformity of
pattern.
He begins with a g minor arpeggio (a), follows this with a
-
major
scale using lowered fifth and sixth degrees as passing
notes (B)|
in the next bar (C) F natural is introdueed with no melodic
purpose,
and is followed 0) vdth a scale on F in the mixclydian mode. After
the double bar there is a particularly evident scattering of the
notes in suoh a way as to suggest irresistibly the conscious of
unoonsoiou* abolition of the principles of both teleology
and
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causality.
Variation two, on the other hand is highly pattorned, both
•with rospeot to the bro d descending swoops, and to the smaller
motivio oleraoots* The dotted rhythm is maintained on tliree level 3:
which gives it a char totoristio early B&JTeqUf iMfpli rity*
Variation three is tonallv organised ( except that the 3b
passing note at x has e ^odal implication) , and is utterly
graceful throughout*
Variation four takes its material from the first movement.
3&ch of its burs fesve tta almost identioal melodic and rhythnio
pattern* In terms of phrasal, it is divisible by either one, two,
or four* The second half implies a sort of contrary motion or
complement to the first.
Variation four-' is rather like the first, in that tonality
is abandoned as much as possible* ?$- and ? natural are interchanged
abruptly several times (a) # ~nd the flow of the kerr.ony is disrupted
by unexpected puS3ing notes (b and c), which ure 3onetines, as at
b, pi cod in an exposed position* t the sane time this variation
achieves a sense of continuity 'it is only j it is continuing
that remain i obscure) due to the total contour, which starts hi^h, de
ends, then rises to a height and fells ig in.
The lust variation is hardly a melody at 11» but tn impetuous
rhythm chanted out against itself*
Figured
Tha thorou<*h bass teohniquo of composition was well established
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in 3ibor'3 day, it having boon first rAvoo tod around 1600 by
Cr.coini ot el. ^iber us«3 tho figured boss net only in hie solo
sonatas but in his other works ^v.rious instruments c a well. It is
frorc these other work3 that we oan r^t clear indication of hew
he intended hia bssses to bo realise*. From them we learn that he
intended his figures to be taken quite literally, thi.it ho aoldam
criitted an essential figure, and thi.t he wunted tho realization to
bo Ml simple .a possible. The "Pidioiniura iaoro-profanuvn,'' for
exnnule, a work for four stringed instruments with figured bass, ha
3
tho ohar cter of u violin sonata, and we oan 3ee how Bicer x*oalizod
his own bass with the two middle p.- rts:
Although there is nothing florid about thi3 working out, it is not
entirely unimaginative, with its traoe of rhythmic interplay, and
its suggestion of oountermelody.
Biber'c bass not infrequently censista of one note held through
an entire page or mora. The prelude of the " nnunoiation" 3oncta,
W ioh is in d minor, is based on f.n unfirured 1 held for nine
1
nai suroc, vdiich then descends during the course rf thrne no sure 3 of aoa
movement to an held for five nonsuresj I nd then two more Measures
of movement to a g nirior, or suodomiw.nt, chord for one mar sure;
,4 major, or tho donin-nt, held *V<r four measures, resolves b- ck to
D tonio on the final men sure. The harmonic contour of 3uoh piooe
is easy to see: tonic - -rodultion - dominant - modulation -
oubdorainant - dominant - tonic, "nd yet chore this, in the violin 30I0
there is a perpotual flay with modality in thirty-second notes.
Juch prolonged pedis are a ite in the tradition of 7rescobi ldi ' 3
organ works.
In the"flresensation" sonata, page ninoteon, there is seme
question as to niber*s intentions at tho or.donees, "Jometimos he has
marked r..ised third on the Hflilmt and sometimes ho has not.
In these places Jucob Labor, who rot lised the piano part Par the
Denkmaler, has either avoided the ~hiri, as in the fourth baf
of the illustration, or has contradicted the inlication, r.3 in the
eighth, Since in almost evorv case the violin itself sounds the
raised third, there are good grounds for doing the s^ne in the
thorough buss,
-vet the following points 3hoald be made, 1) Bibor
doesn't seem to have simply forgotten the nr.rkings, boa uses hi
continues to mark the cadences oooassionally to the very end,
sometimes with a sharp on the first bet, sometimes on the second,
and several times with a 4 and a 5/4. 2; flo never sounds naiurrl
against C at the beginning of tho bar. That is, whenever C is struck
by the violin at the beginning of the bar, es in measure twolve,
Biber lias added the sharp to the bas3, Therefore, oonsldariaj the
size and tone of the type of virginal for which this music \;i s
intended (see frontispiece), it is olet r that the C natural would

Mfairly well have died out by the time the C in the violin was
sounded. That is very likely what Biber intended,
5iber*3 harmony, though frequently strony dominant harmony,
as in the above oases, was just as frequently vague and floating,
as seen in retrospect. It is the vestige of Zarlino and hexaohordal
harmony, 3ueh tonal indefiniteness is evident in the beautiful
theme on page twenty-five. The oomposor obviously had no notion whether
be was in o minor or 2b major, and furthermore he didn't care. The
bass, as a oantus firmus, is inoonspiouous, and maintains a tonal
neutrality.
It is evident that Biber* s harmonic techniques do not plaoe
him among the av&nt garde of his day in this respeot. He seems not
to have been experimental! to any great extent, but rather to have
used unquestioningly the praotioes inherited by him from the earlier
Baroque composers. This is doubtless an Important reason for the
rapid eclipse of his faae, for the organisation of music around the
harmonic oonoept was at this precise time in the offing. The first
harmony books, those of Pux end Rameau, appeared early in the
eighteenth century, Proberger, Biber's predecessor, was way ahead
of Biber in ohromatioissi and in a fugal style of composing, -while
Core111, his contemporary, had already subdued his impulses completely
to the major and minor modes* These people had aohievod historical
significance, -while Biber* s significance lies purely in the pleasure
of his music per se, And now that the dual highway of major and minor
tonality seems to have reached a dead end, perhaps music such as
Bibers con be revived and enjoyed again for its winding freedom.
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By far the commonest form in 3iber f 3 senates is the variation*
Sometimes called Ciaeonas, sometimes Passaoaglias (or Passagaglia,
)
sometimes Variatio, and ooo sionally in the form of doubles, there is
very little consistent difference between them. In this book there
is on page nineteen a Ciaeonr and on page twenty-nine an /ria with
variations* The two movements resemble each other considerably. The
Si. cona is in triple time, the theme i3 a little shorter, is stated
more tines than is the bas- of the aria* In the Ci&oona the opening
theme above the bass is repeated near the middle and again at the
end, but in neither of them it there any actual variation of a
theme* They both consist of a bass theme repeated continuously
without change, with a succession of eounterthemes composed over
them*
The distinction between these various forms is always dubious,
and it is not a matter to be settled here* Suffice it to say that
if there was a distinction in Biber's mind, it was on some other
basis than structure. Below are several other grounds used by
Biber.
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Tho sixth of the eight violin sonatas published 1681, contains
a Paasaoaglia which is mors complex then any of the above examples
,
in that the oomposer has felt free to drop his bass thens at will,
to modulate it occasionally, and in general se?ms more preoccupied
with the continuity of the melodic line than with the repetition of
the b( ss« Considered broadly, this paasaoaglia bears enough
resemblance to the later ohaeonne of Bach, to suggest that Bach may
well hare heard it, and have had it somewhere in his mind when
writing his famous work for unaccompanied violin* Below are a few
of the salient variations of the Biber works
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If the form of 7Uber»s sonr.tr, a r.ro limited in drcnr-.tio exiressi^nesa,
it ia beoauae tlxe aoctiora are so vor^r short. Ml U OfcWljiUj
of early 3aroque ouaio. In the "Lamento," pap^ twenty-three, *iber is
clearly trying to cope with this problem by joining the entire sonata
into one
-whole, yet the saotional divisions remain, m M of his other
IMtiNUUftMtitftNK H0*mMmm****M**k the
Correction of above tv/o lines:
son-tas he rpss further in establishing oontinutty. This isparticularly true of the eight sonatas of 1531. ?iber varies the

GO
ostinato, uses double counterpoint, and sometinos bridges the
nslodio line orer the oonneoting point in the bass*
4
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Scordatura
Since the use of soordatura is one of the more intore sting
and unusual features of Biber's violin sonatas, it does not seen
inappropriate to oonsider the subject here separately and in some
detr.il...
History
The term " soordatura," ooming as it does from the Italian word
"soorde" meaning false and "aooordatura" referring to the ohordal
arpeggio produced bv plucking the open strings, is something of a
misnomer. The best translation of the word would be "mistiming," yet
there is no law, logical or divine, that requires violins to be
tuned in fifths. Doubtless an instrument tuned to major tenths would
have many unexplored musical possibilities.
It is true that the violin has been identified with perfect fifths
almost by definition as far baek as the history of the instrument can
be traced, and that therefore any tuning of the strings other than in
this way may well be regarded as eccentric, /nd this is whet soordatura
actually m^ansi any eccentric arrangement of the o-3en strings. But
in practice they re seldom made f lse, and generallv are more in
accord with eaoh other, in terms of the horroonie series, than strings
tuned in fifths.
The practice of tuning violins in various soordatura arrangements,
though striking the modern mentality as bizarre and the romantio
mentality as, erhaps, macabre, was not, during the early Baroque era,
uncommon. The first known use of the device v.ras by the Italian
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composer, Biagio Marini, who was also one of the very first composers
to write sonatas for solo violin and oontinuo. In his opus seven f
number two, dating from 1629, he hc.s the porfomer tune his E string
down a third during a 3even bar rest and later restore it to normal
pitch* At this time the violin had been a "respectable" instrument
foronly a single generation, Gabrioli and Monteverdi having begun
using it in their cantatas and madrigals after the turn of the century,
"ersenne, in his compendium on music written in 1627, "Harmonie
uhiversolle," indicates in his discussion of violin playing that
soordatura was not unheard of in Prance during the same period that
Marini was using it in Italy, If the performer, he says, place his
finger straight across the strings of the instrument he will produoe
a series of fifths provided the instrtnent is tuned in fifths. But
if the instrument is tuned differently, for instance in fourths and
fifths, he goes on, one and the same finger, by pressing down two
or throe strings simultaneously, can produoe a series of chords.
There are several reasons why soordatura was more common during
this early period than later in the history of the violin. One of them
is that the technique of playing the instrument, as revealed by
:ierSonne's statement, was not so carefully defined and regimented but
what a player might deign on occasion to reverse his hand and place
a finger across three strings, 'nother is that soordatura plaeee an
emphasis on unstopped strings, the pure tone of which was not during
this era found objectionable! later on, when tone enriched by vibrato
beoame the norm and violinists were trained deliberately to avoid
open strings, seordatura lost some of its usefulness, A third
reason is that the Baroque period was an era of oonsiderable
experimentation and intelleotualixation, when an almost abstract
1
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theory lik» soordatura , "which taxed the ingenuity of a composer, could
be taken on as problem worthy of theoretical exploitationi It was
the age of ^escortea, Spinosa, Lelhnits and Newton. Fourthly,
soordatura makes high positions, which Troro not nueh used :t that tine,
problematic.
But perhaps the Tnost import- nt reason is thct various other
stringed instruments, with sundry tunings, -were used extensively at
that time along with the violin fendly, and often in the ~£.rae
ensemble. The six-stringed viols and the six-stringed r nd eleven-
stringed lutes and theorbos s, vihich were the standard instruments
of the day, were tuned, like the pre3ent-day guitar, in fourths
with e major third in the uiddle. Tihat would be more probable than
an occasional substitution of one instrumental family for another,
with the necessary adjustments of pitch*
/ f V.'ol2>Lute
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Furthermore, the tuning of lutes t^nd viols was not entirely
uniform. The low 3 of the viola da gmba was sometimes brought down
to C, the pitch of the lowest string on the somewhat 1- tor violon-
cello* Because the lute was largely a ohordal, accompanying
instrument, seordatura to provide a ready made tonic chord was
convenient and reoeived considerable usage. The normal tuning:
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( oJLtcp-^ ) could easily bo changed to:
in order to simplify playing in B major, 3uoh arrangements of
lute strings were known in England as harp-way timings, and Russell *
lists five as being commonly used.
-8-
, g ^ o o_
<a 2 I # P— © L-°-
^ o u C
Sue first two , in G major and g ralnor, he described as favorites in
England, and the remaining throe, D major, d ninor, and Bb major,
ho attributed to Germany* The procedure found application in France,
too, us indict.toa by the collection of lute plooes, !, ?resor d'Qrphee,"
1G0C, by Antcine I'ranoiaque, in which several dances are dasignated
for lute "a cordes avalcos*"
Soordatura, then, for these Various reasons found its vray into
violin mu3io early in the Baroque era* The extont of its use is
difficult to asoertain, but apparently it never became so cannon as
to be taken for granted* Phrases such as vieIon discordo: vorstinot,
diversi modi aooorduta, violin disoordable ( or discordata), a cordes
avaloes, etc, which are usually found in the title or the score of
music involving scordatura, show that this practice was always
regarded as an exception*
* of* Bibliography
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It i {jarontl- ws more ccc-ar.an In Germany than elsewhere, Sorelli
is reports to have boon amasod v-hen "loolrc "dan Strunck, violinist
to Smostu3 Augustass elector of Hanover, played for Idn in seordatura
while visiting Rone* This is - ho account that "avkin3 gives cf the
incident:
T-THm StruncI: hod done t the harpsichord, he tcolr up the violin,
and began touching it in a very careless way, upon which Corelli remarked
that ho h d a good "bow-hand, and wanted nothing hut practice to becoae
a «aster of the instrument! at this instant Strunok put the violin out
of tune, and, e pl dng it to its place, played on it with such dex-
terity, attempering the dissonances occasioned by the nis-tuning of
the instrument with such mazing skill t nd dexterity, that dorelli
cried out in broken German, "X an called Aroangelo, a none that in
the language cf my country* signifies an rcLangelj but let ne tell you that
you, sir, are an arch-devil," •
Strunok, who was bora in 1640, four years before Biber, and died in
1700, four years before Biber' s death, visittl Tlema uround 1670 and
performed for Emperor Leopold I several years before Biber did like-
wise* The two must cert, inly hrve known of each other.
Another German violinist of the period who used soordetura was
Thomas Belttar, born in Lubeok in 1630 (oirca). Since he went to
England in 1655 and never returned it is doubtful that Biber, then
eleven, was under his direct influence* John Evelyn, the diarist,
heard him play in 1656 and reported that no English violinist oo pored
to him. In 1658 Anthony A* Wood, another diarist, wrote that he had
seen v im run his fingers to the end of the fingerboard and back - a
feat unhe rd of in England then. But it w s Roger North v.ho said
that Baltsar used a "lyra tuning* to compensate for a "Hard and
rough" hand* Burney mentions a set of sonatas by Bultsar scored
for lyra violin, treble violin, and ba3s viol. The lyra violin
• Hawkins acquired this tale, he ways, from either*
"General History of !usic, n vol, IV, p. 315,
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would probably mean a violin tuned like the lyra viol, a six
stringed member of the viol familv* Baitear become, in 1661, lea*
dor of the Icing's bond, and died in 1665, presumably of over-drink*
There is no reason to doubt that Biber used scoraatura more
extensively, and exploited its possibilities more systematically,
than any other composer for the violin before or since. His chief
endeavor in this respect is the " Seohrehn violinsonaten"
,
published
probably between 1676 and 1681, in which the sixteen sonatas employ
fifteen different tunings, only the first and the last being in the
normal aocordatura* Be used the device twice more in the "Aeht
Violin sonaten" of 1681, and in the "Harmonia. Artifioiosa- riosa",
published in Nuremberg sometime after 1690, probably posthumously,
even wrote in soordatura for groups of instruments* In this last
respect he resembles Joharm Heinrich Sehmelzer, musician in the
Imperial court at Vienna and fourteen years Biber # s senior, ((ktido
Adler suggests that Sehmelzer may have been Biber 1 s teacher,)
Just how much open hostility there may have been to soordatura
at this time is not known, but Biber »s contemporary, the violinist
Johann Jakob walther (1650 - 1717) in the forward to his "Hortulus
Chelious", published in 1683, declares himself an enemy of it*
unable to obtain this work (mention is made of it by Beokmann
in his edition of cither's "Sobers! da Violino Solo") the writer
does not know on what grounds. However, soordatura persisted never—
theless. It is mentioned in John ?leyford»s "Division Violin" (1685)
with the favored tuning t

G7
It is used twice by Bach during his C$then period, in -the fifth suite
for unaccompanied cello with the tuning:
in a trio for flut*, violin *nd clnvier (B.T. IX, 221/. nd oiart
uced 5.t tidoe in modified form* In the Adelaide oonoerto in b major
he Jird ; he violin tune e?*oh string a holf tone higher, putting the
instrument in the convenient key of D. L'e followed the s? me
proceduro for the viola In the " -infoniopconcertnnte" for violin,
viol' jxI orchestra, ^Iso in Wkm 11 of these tunings are ignored
by most present day parformers.
In 1733, the first knorm method involving the use of scordatura
appeared. It wr s the ""cole d*0rphee'' of ' ichell Jorette.* ^he title
page of thi'j ivork, vhioh devotes pr.ges 39-41 to acordatura, ?.si
L 1 cole i*0rgKN/ 5£ethode/ pour 'pprendre faoilement a jouer/ "hi
Violin/ Dans le gout Francois et Italien/ ? veo de Prinoipes de
!^usique/ "t Beeuooup de Tisoons e T et II violon3. OOfn -e utile aux
oomneno' nts et r. ceux que veul«nt pr rvenir 1 'execution/ des 3onates,
Concert i, Pisces p«.r accords/ K Pieses a oordes ^avilleos/ etc.
There nre four tunings Riven. The first is illustrated by p^ir of
minuets, berinning il follows!
* The writer is here relying entirely on Theodore P.ussell»s article.
and for violinc discord;.to:
The Violin Joordatura," Musioal uarterly, vol xxT7, tf^qb.
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The second involves a fanforo: (Not* the signature)
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Not only Corette, but several other Prenoh composers ore known
to have used seordatura during the eighteenth oenturyt Jean le Maire,
in the rondeau of his Sonata I (for riolin tuned in fourths), da
Trowiis in three sonatas out of a set of six (opms 4, circa 1740)»
In the latter ease the three sonatas diseordoes"
o o ^
in G, C, unA A, are printed twioo, once with tvad cuce without soor-
datura*
Antonio Lolli, who performed in is in 1764, won such fa-» as
a violinist who used seordatura that around 1770 I-a^c-ro .. ;rthuu_iO,
another French composer, -wrote a r sonatc pour lo Violon duns lo style
de Lolli"* All the tunings mentioned so /ar in this paper involve
bringing the strings closer together (except for tho two middle
strings in Oorrette 1 s third exercise 9 which :jre a seventh apart
)
either by raising the lower strings or lowering the higher one3*
Lolii, however, and henoe Berthaume, lowered the I string i fourth
leaving the other three intaot, and thereby extended the downward
range of the instrument. Note the tenths in the third moasure.
played like sevenths*
1
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He pursued the sans idea in his fourth sonata, lowering to P#
In Italy, though seordatura was apparently, judging by Hawkins*
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narrative, not verv fraailicr to Corelli, it kgs usod onoe by
Tartini, A
by Pietro Ifcstruooi (in a fugue), by Saanuol Barbells with a viola
d *aiaore tuning
end bv Pietro ITnrdirii, "who, in his "*>onate "!?5nif«??rtlnue" nsos not only
the goordf».t-jra taftlngi
but also two stares, the lower notes being written an octavo below
the normal soordatura notation*
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in xne mnoueanth century Peganlnl stand 3 out as an advocate
for soordatura* Re is reported by Carl Quhr ("On Paganini»s *rt
of Playing the Violin"- 1820) to ht ve used the following soordatura
»
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Also his D major concerto was originally intended for Eb, concert
pitch, the sole instrument being tuned up a half step. In the same
way hi 8 "variations on -Wis air *Di Tarrti ^alpiti" was written in A
to be played in Bb.
tempagnoli, a thor of the famous violn method, also recognised
soordatum in his "flouvolle Method* de la v!eoanique Progressive du
Jue du Violon", and he includes three exercises for violin in
•imitation of the Viola d^Aaour. The tuning, which is the seat*
as BarbellaM, above, is equivalent to the four middle strings of
that instrument, Raising the 5 string was called for by de Beriot,
s 9 end :>rume, lowering it fto P#) wai advocated bv Baillot,
while tuning the entire instrum nt a h*-lf stor? shrrp was indicated
In sons of Spohr's duets <*or violin and harp.
Today, soor atars is an almost unhe* rd of device, limited in
popular performance to the the solo violin in Saint ooens' "Dance
Macabre", whore the I string, tuned down to Kb, creates "weird"
impression. It has been used by Strawinsley ir the "Firebird" suite,
vhere the violins tune I to D so that the fftlVt violins MM rlay
harmonios in octaves with the second violins on the P string,
Albert Stoeseel, in his "Blitting Bats" used this seordnturai
to produce glissandoc of diminished fifths, Joseph Ssigoti, in a
transcription of T'iehael Gnesain^s "Spielmannslied" lowered to F#,
but he did not transpose the pert, 30 the player must produce every
note on the f? string a half step higher Than written.
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Theoretical an-, lysis
Sines soordafrurr, is suoh a relatively unexplored device today, it
would be veil to diseuss in son* detail its technical problems
and possibilities* It it a praotiee which, having been experimented
with thoroughly during the Baroque period, was found to be unsound
and was justly abandoned? Or is it an artistic accomplishment vhich,
like a Greoian urn, needs only to be excavated and restored to
roveal forgotten wonders? Especially, what worth has it now, for
composers seeking mediums that are new, or for performers seeking
masterpieces? To answer these important questions v,e need to reach
a complete understanding of just what the term "seordatura ' implies.
We have said that seordatura, far from being a false tuning,
has generally in history been an attempt at a more hamonious
tuning than the conventional one* The fogs* strings of the conventional
violin, when brought into close position.
represent a rather unsympathetic conglomeration of pltel-.es. In the
conventional violin, sympathetic resonance, it not reduced to e
minfcwm, i3 at least not realized to it* full potential.
The very central idea of seordatura is, I believe, n rttampt
to do this - to bring the strings into more perfect concordance.
The English, as seen in Playford's "Yusiok*s recreation or the
Violin Lyra-way" ( cf. T&wkins) as well as in his "division
Violin" knew seordatura by the name "harp-way" tuning. This name -

rs
is usually aooounted for in terns of the harp-like arpeggios
possible on an instrument on which the pitch of the strings has
been pre-arranged into a chord. However, it is my inpression that
such an explanation misses the point entirely. The point is that
in playing a harp the strings oust necessarily be tuned to the key in
which one is playing* This is still done on the modern harp by means
of the seven pedals. The objective of scortktura, then, is, in
imitation of the harp, to tjm.nge the strings of i.n instrument
into the key of the piece to be perfonaod.
The Majority of 3iber , s "Mystery" sonatas conforms to this theory,
as nay be seen from the following table:
Sonata tuning chord of tuning
m
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Hoat of the tunings are into tha key of the piece, r.nd t>ose that
&renH ere tuned either into the dominant or into a ccnMnc.tion
of tonic r.au dominant, v/idle number six, alone, involves i really
disaorduxxt oacabination of noto3.
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Ckmenlly speaking, tuning itto tin* key of the pie?3, or at
lar.at core in the selection of notes for c tuning, is rn ensentitl
p= rt of soord tor; • Tt is not pes :ible to tune tc lust any sot of
notes and fom. a successful scardr.turrL. This is s r: bocruse of tne
prcLlsra of tr nspo^r.tion, which n; y be different for each altered
string, 'md cor. produce en unwieldy key sim-.ture. vor in
soor:VtuTG the notes ,r3 so rxn n-ed on the st- ff that the player,
striking than by sight cs he hc3 le -nod then, proditfHM sounds at
variance with t!ie conventional note sprabels. Thus, to sipht an
e.ctrene triple, \;ith t!-.e follovrin- tuning -
would be written in the following vay:
- the scale of C najor
j *4 * 4
T T*
The proper key si -picture for this qu* druply transposed scale Kould
be Ll^Jfe^-
but in order to inako this sinpler for the performer, "iber, who
uses this sane tuning in^tv/eith nystery sonata, rive: toe signature
1
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The fw scattered 3b' s and a »s found in the piece are designated
by acoida'itals.
It is sometimes fslt that soordf.tura is Ir-nst impossible to
decipher jxco t by writing out the part at concert pitch, barb this
contention ia llilif exaggerated. Il the foregoing e* mplo
the notes on the G 3tring all transpo:;© up a perfect fourth, -which
irr.kes th-arc oomparafcls to notes ors Vrench horn an -ct--ve laaer. 'Tie
notes vithin the c *npass of the D string transpose up r second,
so that they respond rj a trumpet in ~. The second string, "^mdin«r
ii second lower than written, is comparable to >: Bb clarinet. >.ly
the first string, on which C -would sound as Ab, involve* a trans-
position unfamiliar to present-day musicians. Therefore, the above
scordatur , which is unusually complicate- by the fret th-t all four
strings are altered, is still no Ixardor ta road then a - -ind ensonble
consisting of Horn, trumpet, clarinet, . r.d an instrument in "b.
Taking the Pane C ;*ajor soord turs let us nov ar pror ch fro:i
tlis other direction and see Just where e< oh finger Mis, as it
would sound in concert [.itch. Tm see th-.t the five nates -reduced
by placing the fingers in their n tursl positions on the lowest string
are C,!>,3,F,ai on the third string, ",?,T,/,Bj the second, S, ',3,0, Dj
and the first, ~>,i:,'?,%
J
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It oan be Man that with this seordntura there is o nsiderable
duplication of notes on the several strings, th t is,, notes which
may be produced on two strings at the sens tine, or arpoge-laced
rapidly* The following scale in duplicated notes i3 available:
—
Biber himself did not always take full advantage of the possibilities
afforded by such tunings* In sonata twelve, using the above tuning,
he contented himself for the most part with trunpot fanfares based
on the open strings* He* as well as other Brroque composers who
used it* didn*t seem to be interested in exploiting the
possibilities for special effects in a thorough maimer* This
perhaps constitutes a basic difference between the modern and the
Baroque mind* TThereas the Baroque mind was interested in ideas
in the abstract, es subjects of genuine curiosity, the modern nlnd
tends to pursue ideas in order to exploit them*
In playing on an instrument in scordatura a Uniting factor
soon makes itself evident, whieh, in turn, reveals southing of the
performing habits of Baroque violinists* On the stu.ndL.rd violin
the note I above r.idJle C, as an example, o;.n be played simultan-
eously in two different -wsys, either by pitying the unstopped D
string or by pressing the fourth finger on the rr string, » nd by
moving the head into higher positions a great ^any other notes
saey similarly be obtained on two strings, though not very well
uoxq.T30fIdrip
©Xq^aeptsuoo ia sx eaeqq. eonq.'Bpaoos sfi[q. x{^"fAV ^"B^ft uses eq irso q.j
LL
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ainultaneously. If the player tries such an alternate fingering
on an instrument in scordatuve he is likely to encounter difficulties.
The written note -
J
- produced on the !3 string (-with the tuning
to C Btvjor th t we h.-vo boon usin«r P.s r.n ox-rrnle) cruses the
actual sound |: mm
Thile the sane note played on tho S etring sounds:
1 ©I =11-
It therefore seena to be a taoit c.greeiaent tliat the player uso
the open strings whereyer possible, et loact until the nusio has
teen studied and fingerings narked. Similarly, a pudsage suoh as
the following -
- which would T»ry likely be played today ell on
the fourth string, by shifting the hand up, would produce the wrong
if so executed with the C major tuning.
Intended: Produced by jhiffcirg:
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It Is also tvoitly a greed, therefore, that on© never plc.y3 above
t5i© .first position except on the highest string. The modern
composer wishing to uso scenic tur could easily circurrvent this
problon "by arking fingerings in the case of opon string-fourth
finger earihiguities, and by indicating the string for which e
pass -ge is intended. Thus, if the passage above v;ere narked
*oul Grw there could "be no doubt but v.hrt -oho sec nd series cf
sounds was desired,
•' perusal of the foregoing pages shculd rivo the reader c
f. "rly complete picture of the noture of soordat\tr , o nethod of
transposition, end insight into some of its problems -nd possib-
ilities. The reader should bo -ble to translate music written in
scordatura, or to oonpose in the median. Hie creative pos jibilities
of acordatura, both for solo use end for groups of instruments,
renins necessarily » ohallonge to the i-aagin&tion of the
composer \sfao wishes to explore^ One can generalise only by point-
ing out that bringing the intervals of the strings closer togsther
m; ke» doublings of various kinds possible, -while enlarging the
intervals brings octaves, tenrchs, otc, T.dthin^ easy graspi end many
special effects, such as arpeggiated diiainished fifths, as used by
Stoessel, or open string fanfares, a3 used by Lsiber ore available.
Also every different tuning brings a different array of chords
into scope*
Because it enlarges tits musical horison, the value of scordatura
to the uodera experimental composer seans unquestionable, but there
still reoaixus the theoretical problem, exactly vhat was accomplished
by its use during the Baroque era, -shen it wss nest popular?
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There are three possible offsets achieved theoretic lly by
scordatura, 1) Certain passages beoosae easier to play, particularly
double stops (and by the ;ame token, othor pas sages beoone more
difficult, 2) Certain chords .nd 'spool 1 effects" not playable
on a 3ta-.dard instrument beoone available* 3) The tone quality
of the instrument i3 chingod. All of these reasons >.re given as
an explanation of why scordatura was u?ed V' baroque eo: posers.
Let us oxamine briefly one or two ooirpositicr.is i;rvolving scor-
datura and deduce if possible the cor-posers intent. *
In his fifth , cello fruite Dach used this soor aturat
flow did Bach do this in order to make ohordal playing, always
difficult on the 'cello, more possible? If so one would expect
to find a greater used of ohords than in hi3 oxher 3uitos with
normal tuning* ^ut this doas not prove to be thi c: "*e. Consid-
ered as u whole the fifth suite loos not u|»p3!ir to bo eit" er more
or loss chordal than the previous four, (the sixth is in dif-
ferent cate.-^crv, being intended for e six-string, xoro flexible
instrvraont). The thro » and a half page proludo which is a3
ohcrdcl as any movement in the suite co tains fcrty-seven ohcrdsi
w lie the 3artb*nd of the third waits, w ioh is only five lines
long contains t enty-four. It is ulso interesting to notice
that in all the r.ove eats of the v.hole fifth suite there are
only about twelve chords hioh are not playable on a standard
•cello.
* The reader must distinguish between the following discussion
and that on page two nlowe. There we were concerned with the
causal, historioal reasons for its use; here with the teleologloal*
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The^fs are not suoh spectacular chords "hat t ie eiVecrbivone33
of the suite oo^ld hingo on then, and aodorn editors have
easily circumvented the problem of these fow chorda in arrang-
ing the s ite for conventional accord, iurely if Baoh^ Mus-
ical oca oept had impelled the uso of 3Cordature for teohnical
reasons, these r>a3ona would be :jore in evidence. The trio
for olavier, flute and violino disoordato -
SXir
.
o
is even more a cuso in point# The pioce is almost orrtiraly
without doublo stops cold thoro is onl ons in the nrJ ole four
novouents t at requires soordatura:
o
This do bled unison is used eight tines:
In Biber»3 fourth scnatu, uhioh I choose at random, there
are fourteen exclusively scorlatura chords used out of a
total of fifty-five chords in the composition, And of
those fourteen nine are doubled unisons.

The stntenant that seordature was used to old ^olvphonio
ooraocsition usually also entails the ide«\ tw4 -V 4- hecnte adopted
in the northern oountri«3 to a *re«ter extent +hnn In Italy be-
cause the Germanic oonposers we more interested in polyphonio
violin pieces* But even this c -intent ion does not seen to Be to
be very noticeably true. "Jorelli tre*te I the violin very oontra-
puntally, too, and err^e of his soratas cant-in ^ro carefully
worked out fugues few anv of Biber's MtWto The difference,
though apparently present, is not rs pjrert r!* rclrht
sunoose. Three hundred and el^hty-ei^t note? fron Biber's
sixth sonata contained 25^ double stops. 566 notes from
Corelli's C Ma for sonota hrd 21' double stops. In both ecses
the most chordel movements chosen fo- MM count.
Therefore it doesn't, seem oossihle that tee'inionl mr-.ni-
nulation wn3 t.v>e motivating for^e behind seordrtura. The
other reason, qualitative rtif^ere^eo!? *-be different timings,
stands up better. I believe in - ny ease t'-at that provides
the partioulor Vroque (MM if tWHteWM Wife* ~chreitser
sujropsts thnt in tv<e B»oh trio for flute, olrvier S&4 vle$&M
disoordata, Bach had %M violin l<nwer its trrc unoer strings
in order to soften t^e +one of W4 violin W^lwt the flute.
This may well he j such points "re WfVWtMis But the real
difficulty with this explanation is that so~e soordctura
tunings in common use wte.il oh^n^es oa qualit" s« 3li-ht as
to bs hf.relv perceptible. Sueh a ono is ths **i^h 'cello
suite, w^ioV> the writer her.rd pwfonted in a snr 1 1 r^on vrith
the original tuning reoently, without beinr able to te^l by
the sound -whether the instruoent was in soordatura or not.
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If tone quality ware the r^el objective of seord^turp vtiry wouldn't
composers ^f the seventetrnth osntwr hpve s'n«»led out the particu-
larlv effective tunings pnd used them exclusively?
It i3 my opinion that sooroaturo vre not used for any of
theae reasons primcrily, but involves a basic attitude of the
baroque mentality - | oertrin pleasure in oonoer.lod intricacies.
The baroque personalitv liked intellectual challenge, but was
not interested greatly in usinfr the ehallonr»e for purposos of
display, Biber*s U3e of sooriatura s nuoh like Bach's sym-
bolismt an important ^aetor to the erector but not particularly
conspicuous in the artistic -roduot. It is hard for the modern
man to comprehend this ooint of view, interested ps he invariably
is in effects, shaw, di urnlay.
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Biter and Soordr.tura
Bihor ;sed scordaturn in. at least throe sot3 of coropo-
3ition 3. The first of these, the !%irmonia -rtiflc r-sr- riosa,
•U published In 'Turanbttre;, tyyurentlv aftor Bibsr's dorth,
because the title p?p;e rofer3 tc ^Im r.o " "u ,Jrr (former
Dapiferum €t >.pellre Kagistrum" - -ositio s v/hich ho hold
until death. It e n3i3ts of seven partit' ~ for trro aalo in-
strjr.onts, bass and eemtclo. The t~o solo oarts are varied,
being sonetl-es for t*.ro violins, violin and viola, a'a bracoln,
or for tvro viola 3 d fsnore.
Pour, recording to *dler, ore narhed "?raoludiur", ir.ro
"Sonata" (adarlo, presto, adagio"), and ono " Intra dr". Since
this volur.e i~ -ot availsble to tho present rriter, the use
of scordaturr in it cannot he discussed with tttttierlty or in
detail. In the fourth partita he uses seord-tura for the
viola: T!!r-Bb-*Tb-.«to4
A st.udy of the PfcUjPdiilU'U used in the nvstory sonatas
a d in the eig'-t sonatas of 1S81, reveal 3 ell those features
of baroque sccrdatura that h ve been expounded in the previous
section of this paper. Tho volume jf Errs4- 3i*v sonctr. s co"tain3
sixteen vr-rks, of vrVich only the first sad 1-st allow norrriol
tunlng,vrhilo the intervening; fourteen involve fourteen dif-
ferent abnormal ones, This methodologies 1 approach is thor-
oughly characteristic of the baroque period, '.Then r. volume of
rrorks v.-as frequently gathered around scr.o seemingly arbitrary
concept, Tfuch as Xuhnau's seven partitas in the me 4or lceys
upon the notes do, re, me, etc. The very existence of the
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suite as a form representing the various oountries testifies
to this rather arbitrary loe^ig, as does its invariable unity
of key. In Biber's njystery sonatas there appears to be no
logic of ey choice, and no systematic order to the arrangement
of tunings, but the fact that the composer set out to oreate
a different scordatura for eaoh piece shows the logical basis
of Mis ohallenge.
That Biber did not think of scordatura primarily as a
means of broadening the technical range of the instrument is
clearly indicated by his fairly consistent failure to take
advantage in any exhaustive sense of the scordatura adopted
for eaoh sonata. This is so important a point that it would
be well to pass hastily through the sonatas in which soordatura
was used and see to what extent he did. take advantage of the
tunings used, for the reader may disagree with my conclusions
on the matter.
The first use of soordatura is in the second of the mystery
If -Jkoo-*-
sonatas, (page t$-feelow), with this tuningt
Out of almost two hundred double stops in this sonata, there are
only four that could not be played on a normally tuned instrument.
The following}
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la U3ed four tfcies. In sonata three, with this tuning.
8
the situation is the sane. These two ohords are eaoh used onoe,
and except for several doubled unisons*, all trie rest of the
sonata oould be managed on a standard violin. However, there
are several passages that are infinitely easier with the prescribed
tuning than with the conventional. The following selection will
illustrate this:
Standard violin — oo oort pitoh
\ 1
This passage requires awkward shifting and would be difficult to
play smoothly! but in its intended form, it falls easily under
the hand
i
Biber's notation
4
±
EE
* Although the term "doubled unison" is somewhat redundant it is
used la this paper to distinquish from
whioh will always be referred to as an arpeggiated unison.
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The fourth sonata (page 19 above) uses sixty-six double
stops out of whioh some six or eight ^available only with soordatura.
Biber also takes advantage of the arpeggiated unison on Df whioh
is not available without soordatura.
P=
% • *-
Considerable use is also made of the doubled jnison, a device
whioh not only Biber, but also Baoh, in his soordatura compo-
sitions, seemed to find unusually attractive*
Biber' s fifth sonata begins with a brave soordatura opening,
based on these doubled unisons:
^5=
.3 i
—
Here also the emphasis on open strings is in evidence. I pas-
sage suoh as this, beginning a sonata, oan only be interpreted
to mean that open strings v. ) re not regarded in Biber* s day as
a necessary evil, but as especially pure sound to be brought
out as much c.s possible* But this opening, so distinctively
touched with soordatura does not set the pace for the rest of
the sonata, that is the soordatura is not exploited as a device
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for obtaining effects not obtainable on a normally tuned violin.
There are only some three chords in that category*
In sonata six (page 25 above), Biber uses the arpeggiated
unison tellingly,
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Brought into proiainanoe here re not only the doublod unisons
end the open strings, but also +hat singularly viollnistio
quality of notes sounded not be/ striking the finders but by
crossing the strings. Thanks to soordatum, every note in
this passage is so oroduoed. It is true that those two bars
oould be pla?red with ease, note for note, on a fJD/E violin,
but the ielioate flavor of t'-.em would be lost, and they would
beoome a trifle boorish and senseless. This whole sonata stands
out as being very well integrated with the sombre quality of its
tuning, and although most of it is playable on a conventionally
tuned instrument, the effect would be to replroo the tranquil
sombreness of the original with something av/kward an forced.
Here the open string effects sound beautiful even to modern ears.
3onata seven is the first one that seems deliberately to
make use of scordatura. 'lot only is there a distinctly soor-
datura opening,
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and a considerable use of doubled unisons - in this so ata
thirteen in all - but there is this interesting passage based
wholely on arpeeigietod unisons:
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Previous uses of soord&tura by Biber wore sufficiently hap-
hazard to be considered simply the result of a normal working
out of ihe composers problems within the framework of a speoifio
soordatura, but this example tahioh is carried through a complete
pasaacaglia variation, implies a real attempt to utilise the
distinctive oossibillties within the soordatura.
Sonata s eight and nine
/
however, revert to the former type; there is only a sprinkling
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of distinctly soordatura ohords end effects, and, though a
certain awkwardness would result, ^a perfect teohnioal ac-
cessibility of these sonatas to rendition on a non-scorclctura
instrument.
Number ten (page 28 above) is in a different oategoryj
in this sonata, in whioh the onlv change is to bring the 3
string down to D, there are a total of thirty-eight normally
unobtainable chords, yet the total number of chords involving
the 3 string is seventy-eight. This might lead one to sup-
pose that Biber was deliberately trying to see how many ohords
he could obtain with this tuning, but that is probably not the
lltlj It is simply that in following the path of ler.st resis-
tanoe he used the open 3 string (tuned down) that mairr times.
The sonata abounds in passages of this naturet
o lili l\i im
Sonata number eleven, the resurrection sonata, contains
the most spectacular use of soordatura of any in the set. The
3©oond, or "A", String is to be tuned down to D while t e D
String must be tuned up to 0, thus achieving two sets of oct-
aves on adjacent strings, with the third string tuned a fourth
higher than the second:
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This tuning is on* which creates a strong ooloristio effect,
parolttlng the lower pair of strings to echo massages of the
upper pair, and allowing a maximum of resoraoe.
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This type of soordatura, in which a "lower" string is "higher",
is a oonstant surprise to the performer. The following passage
sounds as a dosoending sofle of G major, with G in the middle
sounding twice
>
YThile this passage, whioh looks like a descending scale -
\
aotuelly sounds like this
This tuning also ma res ootaTes possible, if played as fifths,
I
and Biber uses this to double the chorale thene in the 3eoond
movenont»
In the twelth sonata, Biber makes very definite use of his
open string3 tuned to the chord of C major. By depending most-
ly on the unstopped strings he creates a fanfrre effects
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And in the Ari* Tubioinura, or *bra3s aria", the second move-
ment, no aohieves a triumphal raareh In the following way, by
again using predominantly open strings:
2± i #^ — ri »-
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Today one might well eomplain that these effects ore over simple,
ubt still they constitute an interesting a plication of the
soordatura r>rineiple, and suggest that Biber did at l3sst on a
few occasions think of soordatura as an end in itself, and
something to be worked with oreatively*
The thirteenth sonata is interesting because Biber has
arranged his strings so that perfect fifths oroduoe thirds o-.
the first and seoond strings and sixths on the second end
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third strings, tod Diber tares advantage of the op-
portunity to sound runs r.nd trills in thirds 9mA sixths,
which undoubtedly v.-ould be vory difficult on a nornally
tuned instrument.
• , > f « • « r—* * *—* m »
The fourteenth sonata, though it starts with this ohord -
doesn't use soordatura extensively except for doubled unisons
of whieh there are considerable. There is a sixteen bar pas-
eage involving frequent repetitions of thi ; patterns
~»
—
— — —
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dumber fifteen makes little use of the f *irioe.
1
04
Biter and Program Music
Considered basically, program music is as old as musio itselfj
music without a "program" is a contradiction in terms - like food
without nourishment. Greek drama was progrpmatiof the madrigal was
founded on the inter-relat onship of idea and soundj even impromptu
primitive wai lings are evocations of some emotional concept.
Therefore, unless we arbitrarily delimit the scope of the term
"program" it remains largely meaningless, a tautology.
But it is not as slmnle ae that* When Haydn wrote his string
quartet, "The Last Seven Words of Christ" His problem, according to
his own testimony, was purely to maintain interest through seven
adagios, each of ten minutes duration. *1te rrork, is rognrded
prograraetio on the strength of the oaptions themselves. Where is
one to drew the line? Perhaps it would be raest useful to regard
prograra musio a an entirely relative term (like democracy) which
exists in varying decrees of concentration from precise verism sueh
as Honegjrer»s "Pacific 251" to abstract compositions like the late
Beethoven quartets, in which the oonposer hiraslef is unaware of his
program.
On this basis the question of program music would always
involve the question1, what kind of program, and how much program*
Perhaps one could enooraor.ss all musio in a programatie analysis,
breaking it down into the various devices through which the composer
conveys his message - the analogy of musical and actual sounds
(e.g. Richard Strauss) | the analogy of sounds and feelings, which
being equrl to the same thing are equal to each other ("agner)|
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melodies used as symbols (Baoh, ) ato.
To ask whether Biber's music is prcgroiuatio is ia a way almost
a naive question* It dopends on what i3 meant, and the only answer
is a detailed ono#
Fifty years before Biber was born, v.illiam Byrd had already
written his "Battel," a highly descriptive olavier pi^oai
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And not long after Biber's time Kuhn.jr was to write his Biblioal
sonatas, in whioh David's atone whittling towards Goliath 1 1 temple
was represented by a olavier glissando. Baoh's "Capriooio sopra
la Lontanansa del suo Fratelio Biletti3sino," ivritten in the year
of Biber'e death, Vivaldi's " Seasons,'' and Telenv^nft's ,?3ea Suite"
are other examples of Baroque program nusio.
But nore important, Johann Jaoob Froberger, e urt organist
to iiaparor Ferdinand III of ustria, had adopted Gaultier»3 oustoa
of writing olavier suites with a prograinatic flavor. Thus his
"laraento sopra la dolorosa perdita della Heal 7.1ata di ^erdinando
IV, re de Romani" forma the opening movement of his suite number
twelve, and a "Plainte a Londres pour passer lu lielanoholie,
laquelle se joue lentement aveo discretion' is in the thirtieth.
It is significant that the titles of these suites seem to apply
to the first movement only, whioh in eaoh of tho above oases is
1
So
followed by a oourante, cigua, and scrabande (the sarabane1 at
this time oondng last.) The la-rent for ^erdincnd ends v.ith an
ascending soala whioh is taken to represented the ascent to heaven.
Frobereer left the aorviee of the eriporor in 1657 (vdien Biber
tre.3 thirteen) and travelled in we jtarn Europe (praoluding the
possibility of dire at association,)
Other examples of Austrian keyboard muaio with progrenatic
propensities, all antedating 3iber, are mentioned by Bukofzar.
*
TTolfgang 3bner wrote a sat of thirty-six variations on a thane of
Ferdinand III in which the composer* a age is indicated by the
nuEber ti variations (1343.) "^ogliatti, an Italian h rp~ichard
virtus
s
z en.;: loyal in ths ocurt it Vienna, bs3ei 3one of hi3 'suite
novauents m bird cells rnd aninr.1 sounds. 'Te even depicted in
a series of d« ;9 mcveiaent3 the ^ri»«:rt~- "lahellion (1372) with a
tri~l, iaocoit ti m, and bells tolling «t the endj and he wrote
an aria with twerrty-threa variations reore 3anting v. ricus national
customs, 'oham Ia~per "aril (1*72-1 3?5) r.lso vz$A birl ecll3 as
thematic aatericl. 'nd ^rlc Ferine of Dresden out 11 3' ed in 1627
hie "Caprieoic -travt ote" for violin, ct the and of hieh he
describes aethodz for initatin^the sounds of dogs, hens, a soldier's
fife, and a cat fi?*t. rrr he cat fi»ht the rerforrer is advised
to pull the finder lovm 3locrly and nernvrhile work the bow up and
dem furiously sonetimes in front of 2nd ^anetirwi bahind the
the bridge to create scratching ml bitin* s-: jnds.
ill in all, then, it i* cle^r that verious types of progranatio
devices we:- v- known in southern Terroany and ustri. by 2iber»s tine-
descriptive tricks, nood tmeis, mrabar rmbolisa, dedications and
historieel narratives* Besides this, the ahorsle crnoertato,
predecessor of the esnteta, in which the chorale nelody was used as
• See. Bibliography
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a oantua firmus, had beoome prominent throughout Protestant
Germany, and Scheldt, the great central Berman organist who
died when Biber was fifteen, had applied this ohorale technique
to organ works.
* *
In discussing the possibilities of programatio c ntent in
Biber 1 s mystery sonatas, we must first acknowledge the considerable
shortcoming that the original manuscript or photographic facsimiles
of it have not been availablei this study is made on the basis of
the Denkmafler edition of 1905, and on the comments of various
writers who may also be relying on this sane source. This faot is
unfortunate because there are some possible discrepancies in the
volume which an examination of the original might clarify.
Bearing in mind that there are sixteen sonatas in the set, and
that each one is preoeded by an engraving of a Biblical scene
(examples on page 15, 17, 23, and 28$ let us turn to the title page,
whieh is reproduced in facsimile by the Denkma'ler (see next page,)
A free translation of this document follows,*
MOST HIGH AND MOST R3VEREND PRINCIPAL,
KING, MOST CLEMENT KING,
The harmony of the sun and the spotlessly sacred moon I humbly
dedioate TO YOU, the third light, whom I see shining from all
sides luminously, I son of truly saored ruddiness, you defend
the virgin honor of the Virgin Motheri for that reason, as wages,
along with your brother Christ you suckle the heavenly liquor of
the Mother Mary»s gratuitous milk. The first letter of whose
beautiful name, let alone breast, is shared by you, For Mary
* Translated by the writer with the assistance of Mr, MaiooIra E, Agnew,
department of olassioal languages, Boston University, 9 dedic-
ation is to Maximilian Oendolphus, Archbishop of Salzburg.
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decorates Maximilian* vou find here with the four strings of the
lyre tuned in fifteen different ways aooordinor to my instructions,
Tarious sonatas, preludes, allemondes, oourants, sarabands, airs,
a ohaoonne, variations, eto. together with a sedulous basso oontinuo,
all elaborated with diligenee and aooording to the possibilities
of great artifice. Beoause in oaee you wish to know I will clear
eway the veils These all are oonseorated to the honor of the
fifteen Saored Mysteries which you fervently promote, HIGHEST ONE
I dedicate these TO ^OU with bended knee.
vour humble servant
Henr, Ignat Franoisous Biber.
The usual inter ^rotation put on the volume is that the Biblical
picture accompanying each sonata provides the programatic subjeot
for that composition. There is no title other than that, except
the usual movement name such as Sonata, Aria, Praeludium, etc.
Thus Dr# ffrwin Lunti, who wrote the foreword of the Denkmaler
edition refers to them as "ProgranBbilder." The difficulty with
this interpretation is that the dedication doesn't mention the
existence of pictures at all# which is quite strange, for suoh
dedications and descriptive titles in that day usually nrde refer-
ence to anything of interest within the volume. In this instance
the use of soordatura was mentioned, as was the figured bass, the
titles of most of the movements, the technical demands of the musio,
the dedication to Maximilian, and the consecration to the Biblical
mysteries. Is it reasonable, then, to suppose that m ntion of
something as clearly unusual as pictures accompanying eaoh sonata,
would have been negleoted in the title, particularly if they
provided inspirational material for the music? Biber 1 s words at the
end of the dedication inorease our scepticism about these pictures.
•In ease you wish to know I will tell the seoret, clear away the
veil* (the Latin is somewhat ambiguous t "Causam si numen soire
velis enuoleabot Haec omnia Honori XV Saerorua Mysteriorum
oon3eoravi# .', ) The obvious question is this, if the pictures were
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attaohed in the volume to begin with,wherein lay the secret to
be revealed? Biblioal subjects were familiar enough at that tine
as nowi all would have been clear* Therefore the suspicion is
unavoidable that the pictures were added later, perhaps by
Maximilian himself, after Biber had presented him the sonatas.
This is where a careful examination of the original would be
beneficial* Just how and where were the etchings attaohed to
the nuseript?
An additional discrepancy stems from the fact that Biber
mentions fifteen mysteries, yet there are sixteen compositions in
the volume* It is not impossible that Biber, if he was endeavoring
to be clandestine* might have added u sixteenth work with some
symbolic intent, but there are factors which lead one to doubt
it* If we examine the list of movements mentioned by the
composer we find reference to sonatas, preludes, eourants,
sarabands, airs, variations, and a ohaoonne, in the singular,
there being only the one in the set* An examination of the actual
movements shows that Biber has neglected to mention several
doubles, one intrada, three rigues, and a cantone. He has also
neglected to mention the last sonata, which is a passagaglia*
That the composer might have relegated an occasional double, intrada,
gigue to an neto* n is understandable! it is difficult to believe
that he would have done so with this passagaglia* It is an
unusual work, written for violin unaooompanied, with much greater
technical demands than the other sonatas, based on a descending
tetraohord repeated sixty-four times* Furthermore, Biber says
sua basso oontinuo sedula," which seems to mean each or all,
and yet this sonata has no basso oontinuo* A third difficulty is
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presented by the picture accompanying this sixteenth sonata.
The first fifteen are all well known Blblioal subjects, but the
sixteenth depicts an adolescent angel and a young child diking
hand in hand. TCot only the subject matter, but also the artistic
style of the first fifteen engravings and the sixteenth f.re
extremely different. The lines in the former are sharply etched,
severe, and consist prominently of lines that are either
horiiontel or vertical! the 1> tter is devoid of horizontal or set
or vertical linos, shows hills in the background in aerial perspect-
ive, is sentimental and billowy in general concept. The first
fifteen pictures, in other words, are clearly seventeenth century
in origin, but the last one could easily date from a much later
period, even, so far as the writer oan perceive, from the
nineteenth century.
In the light of these various circumstances, it Mens valid
to suggest, at least as a tentative hypothesis, that there were
originally fifteen sonatas in this set and that the sixteenth
sonata sax as well as the so-called program pictures were added
subsequently.
TThat did Biber f s phrase, "XV 3cororum Wysteriorumn convey to
his lord? Was Haximilian expected to deduce purely from the
musical content the sacred connotation of each sonata? "pparently
not. For within the liturgy of both the Catholic and iDpisoopal ax
churches even today one finds referenoe to fifteen "mysteries,"
whioh refer to fifteen specific Biblical incidents, /nd these
fifteen correspond precisely and consecutively to the fifteen
seventeenth century engravings attaohed to Biber's volume. They
are subdivided into three groups, the five joyful, the five sorrow-
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ful, end the five glorious mysteries.
The five Joyful nyateries
1) Luke i, 26-38. Hie angel Gabriel tells Wary of the
forthcoming Je3us. The annunciation
2) Luke i, 39-53. Mary vi3its a friend, Elisabeth, vfho is
also pregnant, and delivers a tribute to ^od known as the ?!agnifioat.
3) Luke ii, ftMUl 4-20. Christ is bora.
4) Luke ii, 22-28. Christ is brought to a ter.ple vjhile I baby,
and a blood saorifioe offered.
5) Luke ii, 41-52. The t*felve-year-old Christ talks to soholars
in a temple.
The five sorrowful mysteries
6) llr.tthew xrri, 35-45. Christ's misgivings ct C-ethsencne before
his death. The agony.
7) Luke xxiix, 63-65. He is blindfolded, be«ten, and blasphemed.
The soourging.
3) Matthew xxvii, 27-30. • • . and crowned with thorns and spat
on by soldiers.
9) John xix, 17. ...and carries his own oross.
10) Mark XV, 23-38. The Crucifixion.
The five glorious mysteries
11) Matthewxxvii, 1-10. The resurrection
12) Luke xxiv, 50-51. The astension of Christ
13) tots ii, 1-4. The "Holy Chosf appears to the apostles.
14) The asoeniion of -\'ary.
15) The crowning of T'ary.
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If Biber 's sonatas her* t programatie content, it is on
these incidents that they would have been based. This is so whether
the inolusion of pictures was Biber»8 idea or not, for in his
introduction to the volume the composer clearly oonsecrrted the
sonatas to the mysteries and not to pictures of the mysteries*
Since the raystories are divided into three vary distinct
groups, one night expect to find major over-all differences between
the sonrtes in each group. This proves not to be strikingly true.
Sonata 1 praeludium, variatio, finale
2 3onata, presto, allemande, giguo, sarsbnnde, double
S sonata, oourante, double, adagio
4 ciaoona
5 praeludium, eria, variatio
6 Lomento, (adagio), adagio
7 allemande, variptio, sarrbonde, vrriatio
8 sonata, presto, gigue, double, double 2
9 sonnta, oourante, double, finale
10 praeludium, aria, variatio
11 sonata, 3urrexit Christus ^Todie, adagio
12 intrade, aria tubieinum, allemande, oourante, double
13 sonata, gavotte, gigue, sarabands
14 (untitled movement), aria
15 sonata, . rit», oansono, sarabnnde
Allemandes, courents, and gigues seen to be souttered more or less
at random among the three "groups (thus breaking down the theoretical
distinction between sonata da camera and sonata da ohiesa) and are
intermingled freely with slow-fast indications. It is odd to find
Christ bearing his cross to tho tune of a oourante, and the Holy
Ghost involved in a Gavotte and a gigue, but this need not surprise
us, as 3uch inconsistencies were wenmon in that day. V,e have seen
that Proberger did a slmiler thing in following his lament for
Ferdinand 17 with a oourante, gigue, and sarabands. r:>mn as late as
Couperin it was customary to intermingle a tombeau with a pot-
pouri of other movements.
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Out of the fifteen senates, there ore only three rhoso
movement titles suggest a possible prograaatlo connotr.ticii -
the sixth with its Lomento, the resurrection hymn of the eleTenth,
and the arioTubioinum of number JLIi I r Ilum » tvrelve. except for these
clues, any specific programatic content in Biber f s sonatas nust
remain hypothetical* In the following pageo we will pass more of
less hastily through these fifteen sonatas in on effort to locate
striking features that may set the work, or a movement of it, apart,
and might reasonably he explained in terms of prooramatie intentions.
1) Annunciation. Twelve out of the twenty-five measures in
the first movement consist of running passagos whioh might suggest
the flitting descent of an angel
j
i
These passages go as high as E3, hut always end lovr on tho G string.
In between there are grand wisps of molodyj
A -—
s
\
It is a majestio movement, and might well iiava been intended to
convey the spirit of the annunciation.
Sonata 2) the Visitation. The Presto in the opening movement &^<jffi&-
a eanon at the fourth, whioh might symbolize Mary and Elisabeth
conversing (see page fifteen.) The eanon is not worked out
with exactitude, but it is the only occasion in the entire volume
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whore there is even this suggestion of one. Hie tiro vcicos are
maintained by the viclin throughout the n:>ver:ent. iMtl ore in-
variably indicated tvher. cne of the two voices is silent, a detail
that doesn ,t .-ronerclly concern "ibor.
Sonata 5) Birth of Christ. To programtic content observed
Sonata 4) Presentation, J oiaoona in which the bas3 theme is
stated thirteen tiues. ~oee the number thirteen have any
significance in Christ's inftnoy?
Sonata 5) Ttofclve-yeor-old at the tcupM« Inconclusive.
Sonata 6} gony« The generel appearance suggests the existence of
a program j sudden changes of tempo and rjood seen to correspond to
a develcpnsnt of ideas or situations* the sonnta is dramatic and
could
continuous* For the sake of experiment we wili oonstruot a
h/pothetioal program for the sonata* Christ' o suffering, his fear
an" troubling, a prayer, the return of strength, and at the end
'Christ's echoing of God's word. 3uoh an approach, though it may
yield not incredible results, is beyond the possibility of
scientific proof, and neoessErily consists of an ex post facto prooess
of reasoning.
Sonata 7) No prograaatio associations
Sonata 8) Crowning with thorns. A program is suggested by the
unusual form of the first movement. It begins Trith an adagio, stating
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this thawe:
' >
, \ i
3 r-
'
Attar ten bars the therao la repeated an ootave higher ( whioh !•
unusual as a Baro^ua affect.) There then follows a presto whioh
u:ea .rti tha fellffvlag pattern aa a praiinoat prttffc
It is preaur.ptsoua to doolare that this pattam roprojents the
thorna, because auoh Jagged figure a are canaan In 3iber»a nuaio,
yet, with farioua ohanges it oooura nineteen tiaea in the course
of the HMMli Then the original adagio returns in the high
rogiatar.
Sonata 9) Carrving of eraas. The opening of thi3 aonata, with it
a
sustained theme rising to height and then daaoending seeme unusually
inspiradi it aug^ots the unendurable weight of the oroaa, and has
a distinctly roaantio olinaati
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There follows a tirade of thirty-3eoond notes, and then a peculiar
shift to triplet 3 for the last two meu3urea.
Sonata 10) Cruoifixion. Paul Mettl regards the dotted rhythm
(page ta-enty-eight) as symbolising the pain of Christ, ond c9'-tninly
the movement is preoccupied with tht motif. But when he states that
the following '•contemplative" aria fills the funetion of a chorale,
one may well wonder, beoause the aria does not seem in the le&st
oontomplative (page twenty-nine.)
Sonata 11) Resurrection. Beoause of the inclusion of the Irian,
"Surrexit Christus Hodie," this sonata may be regarded as being'
oonoluslTely programatic. Besides the hynn, Biber oalls for the
tuning of tho strings into a pair of ootaTes, vhioh produces an
echoing, tomb-like atmosphere. Descending cascades of sound
reiound all over the instrument, while the unused stringa
reverberate sympathotioally. The effect nust b9 hoard to be
believed}
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Biber adds to tho multi-echo of the soordatura by means of
altomata fortes and pianos.
Sonata 12) Ascension. Ll the opening Intrada. Biber has oreated
trumpet fanfare with the open strings tuned to C major. There
follows a rather majsstio march, entitled Vria Tubioiniunt,
or, an it c uli l»o freely translated, brass aria. . lthough
music is not s eoifically mentioned in the Biblical accosts of
Christ's leave-taking, such an association is frequently m de.
and Mil sonata, therefore, is one of the more convincing
evidences of Biber »s progr^aatio objectives.
Sonata 13)
Sonata 14) .'a sumption of ? Tary. At the end of the first section
(measures five and six) there is thia ascending figure:
i3 „ ±= , +
The opening sonata movement is followed by a paasacaglia with
thirty-four statements of the bass:

ion
The existaneo of the pasjaaaglia is not laoutloned by the
o-ap^ser, b-rb instead it is broken dawn into two cjrius unJ a >>i^ue,
with tho basso ostinat/o ooatiauiag tiirough the tru-ee ^ove.iea ;j
to the vory end of oho sonata, ;.t tho oonolusion, the last six
bura of the bass theno liang over after the violin ht»s ended.
Could 3ibor be spelling LI- i'or Liary ( 11 for die -itte , booruje
tl» first note i3 in the nifldle of tho staff?)
Sonata 15) Ho inforoaoea.
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Findings and Conclusions
°0 $r
Under the tutelage of Feul Hindemith. a concert was given
at "^ale University several years ago, in which all the sonatas
of Biber were pirMmd in scordatura on one program* In order to
accomplish this (and perhaps to accentuate the oddity of ^iberU
idea) Kindstiith had a table placed on the stage, e dcten violins
on it having been prepared in advice, with strings substituted *
where necessary, he used a doubls bass for the basso ocntinuo*
and has, aoocrding to n.y informant, composed a realisation of the
clavier part v ioh is far superior to that of the Derdi_iilor#
But here lies the dilgrann ef Liber's music* Questionably
it is worthy 01 po-'formaucs, but scordatura, wl-iich givss it its
particular tang, is also a grave obstacle, ftp roraovo ths scordatura
is to destroy the glenour of tho musicj to psrsist in it luesns that
porfor-iUi'ics is feasible only aador rare, and acauomio, oircu-astonces*
Is there no compromise, whereby these sonatas may be publisned
in toto, in a fcrtj^lsyablo bv any adventursome violinist, without
da-.'^er to his strings? I believe tha-c there is*
It is inconceivable thut Biber expected the player, in the
manner of Kindemith, to remove string and replaoe it with another
one. This would have boon too complicated 1 procedure then as it i I
n«
,
especially in terns of rehearsals and preparation necessary for
a performance* Therefore it seams oortaia that in Biber' s time
the strings on & violin \.ero loose enough so that they could be
raised as much as a fifth without breaking, whereas today strings
are tightened practically to their tensile limit*
* e. 6* Replacing the "0" string with a second "D" in certain cases.
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7hi3 being the oase, an arr .n.^^ient In T&ich strings wero
lowered into the ri$vt relationship inutorxi of raised would at
tho suae time solve the rcblom of the nodern instrument end
probably aah5.eve a tone quality app.-oxiiiatin* a Daroque violin.
'Iho key woul : ht.ve to bo changed. "lere are the tuning3 that I
i 3
T
—
^ 1
—
- ^

Ill
'Yly tho olevcnbh sonata fits in p >orly with Ikil sc'ene. The A
string cnnot be lowered much below the D to which Bfber assigned
it. T.er© is therefore no alternative but to raise the D string
at least the : inor third to ^ t ; nd locer the .-' string to middle C,
where it Tfcill squids but will not take much pressure. In the
sovonth and ei^ith I also ram— nl raising the string to I in
order to avoid lowering the 1 string more than fifth.
I propose that tliese sonatas be published according to this
plan, In which case, thou^i they will perhaps never achiave wide
popularity, they will exict in a stat > oariinentlv perfonnable
under chamber conditions.
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